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Winters says
education,
health care
bills passed

Chamber
reminds
merchants
of support

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
irst District Sen. Ken
Winters says education
and health care legislation
are among many bills passed in
the senate during the past week.
Winters, R-Murray, says
Senate Bill 69. one he has sponsored, is intended to focus high
school students on higher academic challenges and • accomplishment as well as giving students the option of moving on to
college a little earlier.
"Many students
fee
bored with the
pace of high
school during
their
senior
year." Winters
said. "The legislation helps
focus our stuWinters
dents on the
higher
challenges required of them. It provides an early graduation option
to high school students who
meet course requirements,
grade point average and college
readiness standards."
According to Winters, a student who completes an early
graduation program will receive
an
Early
Graduation
Scholarship Certificate with the
approximate value of 24 credit
hours
in
the
Kentucky
Community and Technical
College System or any two and
four-year
SACS-accredited
postsecondary institution in
Kentucky.
Another bill is aimed at aiding
principals in hiring and retaining good teachers.
"Much of our students' success depends on the quality of
their teachers." Winters said.
"One of the most important
duties of a principal is selecting
a teacher with the right skill
mix; with new teachers, he or
she has to be able to correctly

By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
he board of directors for the Murray
Calloway County Chamber of
Commerce held their monthly meeting in Hazel on Tuesday to remind the city
and its businesses that it does not represent
only businesses in Murray.
The Chamber's president and CEO, Lance
Allison, said the board
wanted to meet in Hazel
this month because both
the City of Hazel and the
Hazel
Merchants
Association, as well as
State Line Ranch &
Home Inc., are members
and the Chamber wanted Allison
to support them and
remember that membership extends
beyond the boundaries of Murray. The
meeting came in the wake of troubles the
Hazel business community has had lately
after Charlie's Antique Mall closed over a
dispute about the city's business license
ordinance.
Hazel Mayor Kerry Vasseur made a brief
appearance in front of the board as they ate
in the Magnolia Tea Room. He characterized the city as "very pro-business" and
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MI See Page 2A

Ky. lawmakers call
for constitutional
convention
By ROGER ALFORD
Associated Press
RANKFORT, Ky.(AP)— Kentucky
lawmakers took a first step Tuesday
in urging Congress to call a constitutional convention to adopt a balanced
budget amendment.
At the urging of U.S. Sen. Rand Paul, the
Kentucky Senate's State and - Local
Government Committee voted 7-3 to pass
a resolution calling for a constitutional
convention. In doing so, lawmakers inadvertently forged an alliance between a
coalition of Democrats and tea party
Republicans who oppose the idea.

F
NATIONAL SYMPHONY WORKSHOPS:
Members of the National Symphony
Orchestra were at Murray State University
this week to host Masterclasses and
present a woodwinds concert. Pictured,
the musicians work with MSU students in
violin, trombone and flute (not pictured).

•See Page 8A
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Daily Forecast
National Weather Service
Wednesday: Mostly sunny.
with a high near 56.
Wednesday Night: A 50 percent chance of shcwers and
thunderstorms. Mostly cloudy.
with a low around 49.
Thursday: Showers and
thunderstorms likely. Cloudy.
with a high near 65. Chance of
precipitation is 70 percent.
Thursday Night: Showers
likely and possibly a thunderstorm Mostly cloudy, with a low
around 45.
Friday: A slight chance of
rain. Partly sunny. with a high
near 55
Friday Night: Partly cloudy.
with a low around 38.
Saturday: Partly sunny. with
a high near 55.
Saturday Night: Mostly
cloudy, with a low around 41.
Sunday: A chance of showers and thunderstorms..
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MHS senior
Holmes named
2011 National
Merit Finalist
By SHERRY PURDOM
MISD Public Information
an Holmes, a Murray
High School senior, has
been named as a finalist
in the 56th annual National
Ment Scholarship Program
(NMSC).
Holmes was recognized as
a semifinalist in September
when the names of approximately 16.000 semifinalists

•See Page 2A

RED CROSS
HEROES CAMPAIGN:
The 2011 Red Cross "Heroes
Campaign" for Calloway County
begins March 1, with Tab Brockman,
left, serving as campaign chairman.
Brockman and Jennifer Wilson, Red
Cross executive director, are pictured at the Red Cross offices
recently working on plans for the
campaign. Nearly 30 companies
participated in the campaign last
year. with the corporate participation
goal for 2011 set at 50. All of the
funds raised in the "Heroes
Campaign" stay local and are dedicated to Red Cross efforts in
Calloway County. For more information on how to get involved in this
annual Red Cross fundraising drive,
contact Wilson at 753-1421 or jwilson@callowaycoredcross.org
Photo provided
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Obituaries

•Holmes, finalist...

Edith May Bibb&

More than 1.5 million juniors
in nearly 22,000 high schools
were announced by NMSC. entered the 2011 National Merit
These academically talented Program by taking the 2010
high school seniors have an Preliminary SAT/National merit
opportunity to continue in the Scholarship Qualifying Test
competition for some 8,400 (PSAT/MNSQT), which served
Merit Scholarship awards, as an initial screen of program
worth $36 million, that will be entrants. The nationwide semifioffered this spring.
nalists named in the 2011
Holmes said he is thrilled to National Merit Scholarship
achieve Finalist ranking in the Program pool of semifinalists,
National Merit Scholarship which represents less than one
Competition. "This has opened percent of (.l.S. high school sena myriad of opportunities to me iors, includes the highest scorregarding my college education. ing entrants in each state. The
I owe a wealth of gratitude to all number of semifinalists in a
my teachers and others who state is proportional to the
have helped me succeed thus state's percentage of the nationtar. I am proud to have repre- al total of graduating seniors.
sented Murray High School in
To become a finalist, a semifithis achievement."
nalist must have an outstanding
Holmes is now being consid- academic record throughout
ered for a Merit Scholarship high school, be endorsed and
award advancing to the finalist recommended by the school
level of the competition by ful- principal, and earn SAT scores
filling several requirements. that confirm the student's earlier
About 90 percent of the semifi- qualifying test performance.
nalists are expected to attain The semifinalist and a school
finalist standing, and approxi- official must submit a detailed
mately half of the finalists will scholarship application, which
be selected as merit scholarship includes the student's selfwinners, earning the Merit descriptive essay and informaScholar title. A four-year mem- tion about the semifinalist's parber of the MHS Band, Holmes ticipation and leadership in
is a member of symphonic, school and community activities.
marching and jazz band.
Holmes joins approximately
A 2009 Odyssey of the Mind
Finals Competitor, 15,000 semifinalists advancing
World
Holmes was a 2010 Murray to the finalist level and it is from
State University Common- this group that all Merit
Academy Scholarship winners will be
Honors
wealth
attendee and was the MHS 2010 chosen. Merit Scholar designees
United Space School USA male are selected on the basis of their
representative in Houston. skills, accomplishments, and
potential for success in rigorous
Texas.
An MHS Academic Team, college studies. withwt regard
Spanish Club, Golf and Tennis to gender, race, ethnic origin, or
member, Holmes has garnered religious preference.
Holmes will compete for one
first place recognitions in the
2010 Presidents Cup for of 2,500 National Merit $2500
Academic Team and most scholarships that will be awardTeam ed on. a state representational
Academic
recently
District Governor's Cup compe- basis. Additionally, approximately 200 colleges and univertitions.
The Murray Independent sities are expected to finance
School District (MISD) has some 4,900 college-sponsored
named 37 National Merit Merit Scholarship awards for
Finalists since 1974. Teresa finalists who will attend the
Speed, MHS principal, is proud sponsor institution.
National Merit Scholarship
of Holmes semifinalist honor.
"Ian joins an elite group of winners of 2011 will be
Kentucky's brightest students." announced in four nationwide
she said."He is to be commend- news releases beginning in
ed for this prestigious recogni- April and concluding in July.
The selection of some 8,400
tion."

Edith May Dibble. 1
7:53 a.m, at the Murra
Arrangen1:1111 art.
Home.

From Front

HAWKINS TEAGUE / Ledger & Times

Murray Calloway County Chamber of Commerce Board Chairman Darren Jones, left, and
President/CEO Lance Allison listen as Hazel Mayor Kerry Vasseur, right, addresses board
members in the Magnolia Tea Room in Hazel on Tuesday.

In Chamber...
From Front
said he thought the less residents and business owners think
about city government, the better. Vasseur said he recently had
a meeting with Allison and
County
Murray-Calloway
Development
Economic
Corporation President Mark
Manning to discuss ways to

Police: 3 dead, in 1-65 collision
ELIZABETHTOWN, Ky.. AP)
— Three people are dead and four
injured after a tractor-trailer and a
SUV collided on northbound
Interstate 65 near Elizabethtown.
Kentucky State Police Trooper
Bruce Reeves says the wreck hapa.m.
3:25
around
pened
Wednesday near mile marker 87.
but investigators are unsure what
caused the SU V, which had Illinois
plates, and the Fed-Ex tractor-trailer to collide. Reeves said three
people were pronounced dead at
the scene and four were taken to
Louisville hospitals. Their identities and conditions were not immediately available.

bring more business to town.
"(Hazel is) kind of a nichetype thing, there's primarily
retail, antiques, gifts, collectibles, but we're certainly
looking for anything else that
we can get as well." Vasseur
said. "So we've asked for their
help and (Allison and Manning)
have been very supportive and
very helpful, so thank you all
for what you do."
After the board meeting.
Allison said he wouldn't want to
see the character of Hazel
change much, but that he
thought there was room for
growth for retail business that
might make life more convenient for Hazel residents. He said
every city has its issues that
might bring it into conflict with
businesses, but that he thought
the Chamber could "bring
everybody to the table."
"We understand that there's
occasionally going to be times
where businesses and cities
have to work things out,"
Allison said. "We hope that we
can be that catalyst to help in
any way that we can."

Ky-Tenn economic
deniopment group
formed in region
UNION CITY, Tenn.(AP) Officials say a new economic
development partnetship in
northwest Tennessee and southwest Kentucky is very timely.
The Ken-Tenn Regional
Alliance has been formed as the
shutdown of the Goodyear plant
in Union City late in 2011 has
been announced, affecting
1.900 workers.
Dr. Allison Davis of the
University of Kentucky, a grant
writer who put together details
of the partnership, described the
alliance as a "sustainable community project."
The alliance represents
Obion. Weakley and Lake counties in Tennessee and Fulton and
Hickman counties in Kentucky.
All the counties have made
funding commitments to the
group.
According to the Union City
Daily Messenger. the goal of
the alliance is to attract, keep
and grow small businesses in
the region.

Julia C. Janecek

Julia C. Janecek.
3:45 a.m. at Lemont(

law Hoboes
Merit Scholarship winners from
the group of more than 15,000
Finalists is now in progress. In
March, NMSC will begin mailing scholarship offers to winners at their home addresses and
confidential notices to their high
school principals. These scholarship recipients will join more
than 275,000 other distinguished young people who have
earned the Merit Scholar title.
Holmes is the son of Terence
and Robin Holmes, Murray.

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — A
House panel has passed a bill that
would extend anti-bullying protections to children in Kentucky
schools who are the subject of
harassment because of their sexual
orientation.
Education
House
The
Committee on Tuesday passed
House Bill 370 by a vote of 21-1,
the Lexington Herald-Leader
reported.
A 14-year-old freshman at
Bullitt Central High School testified to the panel that he was continually harassed by his classmates
after he told them he was gay. The
boy, Aye Jay Long,testified that he
was getting shoved and pushed
into lockers, and his grades have
dropped.
Assembly
General
The
approved an anti-bullying law in
2008. but that bill did not include
language that said students cannot
be discriminated against or bullied
based on sexual orientation, race,
religion or mental or physical disability.
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1712 DORAN RD. SOUTH, MURRAY
Newer home in city limit. with 3 bed/2 bath I lomc
offer', hardwood and tile flooring, open floor plan.
Ind a brick / stone front Double tray ceilings gin
home great accent, and stain len,steel appliance,in kitchen
complete this home' SI f44,000

CERVICAL CANCER
Vaccinate Early with the HPV

Get .1 Pip Tw,t ter,(11,111y

435 OAKWOOD DR., MURRAY
The. beautiful home is perfect for a large family! Thi,
horn.' is fine:lint with 5 beclmorns and 31,2 bathmom,
with an additional 3 bedroom/2 bathroom suite over
the garage that is roughed an. This home boasts 5,102
sq ft of untin
finished sq. ft with an additional
ished apartment and bonus mom. This house feature., hardwood, tile and carpet floor., an eat-in
kitchen. and master suite in the basement complete
with family room and kitchenette This home is a
must see'1339,900

Looking to purchase a home?

Call an SBG Professional now
to inquire about out

Kentucky's
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cancer rate is
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270.753.9999
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Judge tosses lawsuit against Obama health plan

Obituaries

WASHINGTON (AP)- A that the Supreme Court will
federal judge on Tuesday threw need to settle the constitutional
out a lawsuit claiming that issues.
7:53 a.m, at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Three of the plaintiffs President Barack Obama's
Arrangements are incomplete at the J.H. Churchill Funeral
requirement that all Americans Margaret Peggy Lee Mead of
Home
have health insurance violates Hillsborough. N.C., Charles
the religious freedom of those Edward Lee of San Antonio and
Julia C. Janecek
who rely on God to protect Susan Seven-Sky of West
Julia U. Janecek. 88. of Murray, died Sunday. Feb. 20. 2011, at them.
Harrison. N.Y.- are Christians
Lemont.
in
3:45 a.m. at Lemont Center Nursing and Rehabilitation
U.S. District Judge Gladys who said they want to refuse all
Kessler in Washington dis- medical services for the rest of
Preceding in death were her husband, Joseph Janecek; and missed a lawsuit filed by the their lives because they believe
daughter, Janice Wengel.
American Center for Law and God will heal their afflictions.
She is survived by her son, Joseph Janecek and wife. Susan of Justice, a Christian legal group 'They say being forced to buy
Lemont; sister, Helen Zubko and husband. Bruno of Murray; seven founded by evangelist Pat insurance would conflict with
grandchildren, Robert Wengel. Jennifer Moses, Sarah Wengel, Robertson. on behalf of five their faith because they believe
Thomas Wengel, Amy Peksa, Rebecca Janecek and Timothy Americans who can afford doing so would indicate they
Janecek: eight great-grandchildren: and several nieces and nephews. health insurance but have cho- need "a backup plan and (are)
The Funeral Mass will be held Thursday. Feb. 24, 2011. at 10:30 sen for years not to buy it.
not really sure whether God
a.m. at St. Leo Catholic Church with Father Jason McClure officiatcase was one of several will, in fact, provide," the lawThe
ing. Burial will follow in Murray Memorial Gardens. There will be lawsuits filed against Obama's suit said.
no visitation.
The two other plaintiffs requirement that Americans
Expressions of sympathy may be made to The American Diabetes either buy health insurance or Kenneth Ruffo of San Antonio
Association, P.O. Box 11454, Alexandria, VA 22312.
pay a penalty, beginning in and Gina Rodriguez of Plano.
Online condolences may be made at www.yorkfuneralhome.com. 2014. Kessler is the third Texas - have a holistic
Arrangements are handled by Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Democratic-appointed judge to approach to medical care and
Home.
dismiss a challenge, while two prefer to pay for their health
Republican-appointed judges services out of pocket, in part
Addle B. Scott
have ruled part or all of the law because insurance often doesn't
Funeral services for .Addie B. Scott, 97, of Murray, were held unconstitutional. Kessler wrote cover their chosen methods of
Tuesday. Feb. 22. 2(111. at 11:30 a.m. at the J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home with the Revs. John Sheppard and Philip
Bazzell officiating. Burial followed in Young
Cemetery.
CAIRO (AP) - A defiant love Gadhafi ... get out of your
Serving as pallbearers were Dan Miller, Johnny
and fill the streets.- he
Williams, Darren Howard, Jimmy Butterworth, Moammar Gadhafi vowed to homes
"Leave your homes and
Pat Butterworth and Danny Walker. Music was fight to his "last drop of blood" said.
and roared at supporters to attack them in their lairs."
performed by Jane Hill.
Celebratory gunfire by
strike back against Libyan proher
at
2011,
19,
Scott died Saturday. Feb.
testers to defend his embattled Gadhafi supporters rang out in
daughter's home.
of Tripoli after the
Born Oct. 17, 1913 in Calloway County. she regime Tuesday. signaling an the capital
that leader's speech, while in procrackdown
the
of
escalation
Salem
the
of
member
a
and
homemaker
a
was
scot
has thrown the capital into tester-held Benghazi, Libya's
Baptist Church.
shoot- second-largest city. people
In addition to her parents. Luther Nolan and Hernia D. Lawrence scenes of mayhem, wild
threw shoes at a screen showing
streets,
Butterworth. she was preceded in death by her husband, William ing and bodies in the
the Libyan his address, venting their conby
speech
The
and
Miller
Lyda
Washer,
Robbie
sisters.
three
Scott;
Calvin (Bill)
shouted and tempt.
Sylvia Miller Dill: and three brothers, Cloys. Vernon and Osro leader - who
State TV showed a crowd of
pounded his fists on the podium
Butterworth.
for his Gadhafi supporters in Tripoli's
She is survived by a daughter, Dianne Scott Clark and husband, - was an all-out call
control over Green Square. raising his porDarrel of Murray; one sister. Kathryne Sims of Union City, Tenn.: backers to impose
back other trait and waving flags as they
take
and
capital
the
two
and
Murray:
of
wife.
Valene
and
one grandson, Darren Clark
upheaval, swayed to music after the
of
week
a
After
cities.
great-grandchildren.
protesters backed by defecting address.
Expressions of sympathy may go to Salem Baptist Church,
Residents contacted by The
army units have claimedcontrol
Darren Howard, 507 Rob Mason Rd., Murray, KY 42071.
eastern Associated Press said no antientire
the
almost
over
hillfuneralwww.thejhchurc
at
made
be
may
Online condolences
1.000-mile government protesters ventured
home.com. Arrangements were handled by the J.H. Churchill half of Libya's
(1,600 -kilometer ) out of their homes after dark.
Funeral Home.
Mediterranean coast, including and gun-toting guards manned
checkpoints with occasional
several oil-producing areas,
"You men and women who bursts of gunfire heard through-

Edith May Dibble
Edith Ma) Dibble. $3. of Murray. died Tuesday. Feb. 22, 2011, at

healing.
The lawsuit
that
argued
Congress does
not have the
power under
Constitution to
require health
care purchases
and that the
Obama
mandate violates the Religious Freedom
Restoration Act of 1993.
Kessler rejected both arguments and ruled that Congress
has the right to regulate health
care spending under the
Commerce Clause and that the
individual mandate must be
viewed not as a stand-alone
reform but as an essential part of
the law Obama signed 11
months ago aimed at reducing
overall costs. She also said that
anyone who objects to having
health care for religious reasons
can choose to pay the penalty
instead-as the lawsuit said all
five plaintiffs plan to do.

Kessler also expres.cd.
doubts that thtiy can really deter-.
mine whether they will never
require health care. "Individual
like plaintiffs who allege now!
that they will refuse medieat
services in the future may well,
find their way into the health
care market when they face the,
reality of illness or injury.- she,,
wrote.
Judges George Steeh
Michigan and Norman Moon oft
Virginia - like Kessler, they:.
were nominated to the feder4.
bench by President Bill Clinton'
- dismissed suits against the:,
individual mandate last fall!.:
George W. Bush-appointede
Henry Hudson in Virginia rule4:
the insurance purchase requirel
ment unconstitutional.

Gadhafi to fight to 'last drop of blood'

Emanuel elected
mayor of Chicago
CHICAGO (AP) -- Former
White House chief of staff
Rahm Emanuel was elected
mayor of Chicago on Tuesday,
easily overwhelming five rivals
to take the helm of the nation's
third-largest city as it prepares
to chart a new course without
the retiring Richard M. Daley.
With 89 percent of the
precincts reporting, Emanuel
was trouncing five opponents
with 55 percent of the vote-a
margin that allowed him to
avoid an April runoff. He needed more than 50 percent of the
vote to win outright.
It was the city's first mayoral
race in more than 60 years without an incumbent on the ballot
and the first in more than two
decades without Daley among
the candidates. Daley and his
father have led Chicago for
more than 43 out of the last 56

Lost Jefferson
books found
in library
ST. LOUIS (AP) -Dozens
of Thomas Jefferson's books,
some including handwritten
notes from the nation's third
president, have been found in
the rare books collection at
Washington University in St.
Louis.
Now, historians are poring
through the 69 newly discovered books and five others the
school already knew about, and
librarians are searching the collection for more volumes that
may have belonged to the
founding father.
Even if no other Jeffersonowned books are found, the
school's collection of 74 books
is the third largest in the nation
after the Library of Congress
and the University of Virginia.
"It is so out of the blue and
said
amazing.pretty
Washington University's rare
books curator Erin Davis of the
discovery that was announced
on President's Day.
The books were ainong about
3,0(X) that were donated to the
school in 1880 after the death of
Jefferson's granddaughter. Ellen
Wayles Randolph Coolidge. and
her husband, Joseph Coolidge.
There was no indication at
the time that any of them had
belonged to Jefferson. But it
turns out that 2 1/2 years after
Jefferson's 1826 death, his
library of I .6(1) hooks.

Friends mourn Americans
killed by Somali pirates

years.
Reginald Bachus, the 51SANTA MONICA, Calif.
year-old pastor of a West Side (AP)-Four American yachters
church who voted for Emanuel, killed by Somali pirates early
said this was "a very critical Tuesday were longtime sailors
time for Chicago.
whose passion for the high seas
"We really need a mayor who outweighed any fear of the risks,
has vision. It's my personal friends said.
opinion everyone else would
The yacht's owners. Jean and
have been a manager, and I Scott Adam of Marina del Rey
think Rahm has vision." Bachus near Los Angeles, along with
said.
Bob Riggle and Phyllis Macay
The other major candidates of Seattle, were shot to death
- former Chicago schools after pirates boarded their yacht
president Gery Chico, former
Friday and took them hostage
Sen Carol Moseley Braun and
hundred miles south of
several
City Clerk Miguel del Valle Oman.
had hoped to force a runoff but
The pirates shot the four after
were no match for Emanuel's
rocket-propelled
a
firing
money.
and
momentum
warship, one
U.S.
a
at
grenade
the
of
Chico had 24 percent
vessels tracking the
vote compared to 9 percent for of several
over the weekend.
both del Valle and Braun. Two hijacked boat
captured.
were
men
Fifteen
candidates
nown
lesser-k
other
and fellow
family
Friends,
each got about 1 percent.
The campaign began last fall sailors remembered the four as
when Daley - with an ailing adventurous, with a zest for life.
wife, six terms under his belt but also as meticulous planners
and a future of looming fiscal who were well aware of the danchallenges - announced he gers of the open seas.
The Adams had been sailing
would not seek re-election.
Emanuel. a 51-year-old mar- full-time on their 58-foot yacht.
ried father of three, will be the the Quest, since December 2()04
city's first Jewish mayor. and he after retiring.
They often travelled with
brings a wealth of political and
government experience. A well- friends, and on this trip were
known figure in national joined by Riggle and Macay.
Democratic politics, he worked
Macay and Riggle had left
for two presidents.

Seattle on Riggle's sailboat for a
world voyage in September
2007, but in recent years had
been crewing on separate boats.
said Macay's friend Cynthia
Kirkham of Seattle.
periodically
two
The
returned home on visits, she
said, adding that Macay had
stayed with her last June.
At St. Monica's Catholic
Church in Santa Monica, where
the Adams were longtime
parishioners and Jean Adam
sang in the choir, Monsignor
Lloyd Torgerson described the
killings as heartbreaking during
morning Mass.
The Adams took Bibles with
them to distribute to far-flung
corners of the world, he said.
-They were an extraordinary
couple." Torgerson said. "They
were joyful people."
Mariners were warned about
traveling around the Horn of
Africa because of the risk of
pirate attacks.
The four sailors had traveled
with a large flotilla to stay safe
from pirates earlier in the trip,
but they had left the group when
the attack occurred, Macay's
niece, Nina Crossland, told
San
South
reporters in
Francisco.

ZONING WORKSHOP
The City of Murray has begun the process of updating it's zoning
ordinance. The purpose of the update is to work with City officials.
staff, and the public to create a zoning ordinance that is effective.
simplified, and reflects best practices and contemporary requirements
Zoning Workshop

out the city.
International alarm rose over
the crisis, which sent oil prices
soaring to the highest level in
more than two years on Tuesday
and sparked a scramble by
European and other countries to
get their citizens out of the
North African nation.
The U.N. Security Council
held an emergency meeting that
ended with a statement concrackdown.
the
demning
expressing "grave concern" and
calling for an "immediate end to
the violence- and steps to
address the legitimate demands
of the Libyan people.
Germany Chancellor Angela
Merkel called Gadhafi's speech
"very, very appalling." saying it
"amounted to him declaring war
on his own people.- Libya's
own deputy ambassador at the
U.N.. who now calls for
Gadhafi's ouster, has urged the
world body to enforce a no-fly
zone over the country to protect
protesters.
-This violence is completely
unacceptable," added Secretary
of State Hillary Rodham
Clinton.
Gadhafi's retaliation has
already been the harshest in the
Arab world to the wave of antigovernment protests sweeping
the Middle East. Nearly 3(X)
people have been killed, according to a partial count by the New
York-based Human Rights
Watch.
In two nights of bloodshed.
Tripoli residents described a
rampage by pro-Gadhafi militiamen - a mix of Libyans and
foreign mercenaries - who
shot on sight anyone found in
the streets and opened fire from
speeding vehicles at people
watching from windows of their
homes.
In a sign of the extent of the
breakdown in Gadhafi's regime.
one of his closest associates,
Abdel Fattah Younis, his interior
minister and commander of the
powerful Thunderbolt commando brigade, announced in
Benghazi that he was defecting
and other armed forces should
join the revolt.

The purpose of the workshop is to obtain input from
City residents, property owners, and business owners to identify.
review, and discuss zoning and ordinance related matters.
To view a copy of the City's current zoning ordinance please visit
the City's Planning and Engineering page at the City's website at
www.murrayky.gov/planning/zoning.htm.
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44- STOCK MARKET REPORT
Investments Since 1854
Don Jones Ind. Asg...12.195.99 • 16.80
91.148 + 0.05
Sir Products
541.84 + 3.24
%pple

prictA as of 9

M.

111 -

Hopled Bank
1 It M

162.17 + 0.22

Intel

'1.53 • 0.27
922 +11.111

%T&T. Inc

28.21 + 0.01

BB&T

27.74 +11.01

Mattel

'4.89 - 0.18

Bank of America

14.40 + 0.22
20.07 + 9.01

11cDonalds

'5.31 + 11.61

Briggs & Stratton
Bristol "hers Squibb
Caterpillar

25.32 • 9.06
101.27 • 0.74

Chorus Texaco Corp 101.44 + 1.12
71.23 • 0.43
Daimler (:hosier
Dean Fonds

A workshop will he held with the public at 6:00 pm. on
March 1, 2011 ti the City Council Chambers at City Hall.

Internet

10.20 +0.06

F xxon-%lohil
turd %loom

85.95 + 0.51

1:eneral Flts Inc

20,1,11-0.14
58.31 + 0.32

1:laxoSmithisline ADR
outdrich

14.95 - 0.28

8106 + 0.49

Goidstar 1 ire & Rubber 14.09 + 0.18

Kroger

Merck
Microsoft

-32.45 + 11.11
26.77 +1, 19

J.(. . rennet

56.4) + 11.34

Pepsico. Inc

61.59 + 0.44

Pfizer, Inc
Regions Financial
Sears Holding Corp

10.84 - 0.05
7.57 + 0.19
90.42 + 0.26

Time Warner

57.74 + 0314

S Bancorp

27.75 + 0.06

51ellPoint Inc

65.99 + 0.70

%I al•%lart

;

55 56.11.31

HILLIARD LYONS
inancial Consultants IL-RI
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
Court Square I Murray, KY 42071
770.753 3366 I 800 444 1854

For any questions or comments related to the zoning onlinance update.
please contact Ms. Candace Dowdy at the City ofMurray. at 270-762-0330.
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American Legion Post 73
will meet Thursday

TAnniuersary

Datebook
Sanci Teague
Community
editor

American Legion Post 73 of Murray invites
all veterans to attend the monthly meeting on
Thursday. Feb. 24. at the American Legion
Veterans' Hall located at 310 Bee Creek
Driy e. The time has been changed to 7:30
p.m., because many of the post officers will
working parking control at MSU. The
agenda will focus on upcoming events and
fur.draising efforts. Anyone with questions
can call Commander Amos McCarty at 2931320 or 761-5709.

Blood drive to be held

The Calloway County Chapter of the American Red Cross will
hold a blood drive Thursday. Feb. 24, from 12:30 p.m. to 5:30 p.m.
at First Presbyterian Church, 1601 Main Street. Murray. All present-.
ing donors will receive an Elvis themed T-shirt.

Burn program to be held

in 2011
Mr. and Mrs. William (Billy) Murdock in 1946 Mr. and Mrs. illiam (Billy) Murdock
Pensacola. Fla

MI. and Mrs. William Nelson (Billy)
Murdock. Rayburn Road, Murray. observed
their 65th wedding anniversary today.
Wednesday. Feb. 23. 2011.
Mrs. Murdock is the former Rebecca
(Jean) Adams. They were married on that
date in 1946 by the late Bro. L.H. Pogue at
his home. Their attendants were Ruth Cook
and Freda and Thomas Armstrong.
They are long-time members of Williams
Chapel Church of Christ.
Mr. Murdock is an Army veteran of World
War II, served in the Normandy Beach
ins asion and many other invasions in the
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Murdock and wife. Cheryl,
and James Ray Murdock of Murray.
Their nine grandchildren are Melissa
Johnson. Brian Murdock. Michael Manning,
Amanda Goodwin. Kyle Murdock. Lance
Murdock. Brett Murdock. Nathan Musser
and Trent Murdock.
Their 10 great-grandchildren are Reghan
Moffitt. Ryan Johnson. Sammy Johnson.
Marcus Manning, Nicholas Manning.
Kenzie Murdock. Tyler Johnson, Makana
Gifford, Luke Murdock and A iden
Goodwin. One great-great-grandchild is
Karlle Moffitt.

4-H events announced
h C
I
upcoming
4-H events
e
r
a
announced
as follows:
The
•
deadline for
H
4
Extension Shooting
Sports
Notes
is
Camp
By
Ginny Harper Thursday.
Calloway
Feb. 24. to
County Agent t
e
h
for 4-H/Youth Calloway
Development
County

Extension Office. The camp
will be March 30 to April 2. at
Lake Cumberland 4-H Camp.
For every five youth. a vOlunleer leader must attend. The cost
of the camp is 51(X).
• The deadline for Shooting
Sports Certification Training is
also Thursday, Feb. 24, to the
extension office. The training is
March 11-13 at Jabez.
• Vet Science Club meets
every fourth Thursday. They
will meet Feb. 24, at the extension office from 4-5 p.m:This
month they will be giving dog
checkups. learning to give

THE: HUCK WAGON GANG

v
LIVE IN CONCERT!

,lose this.
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Congratulattons to Dianna Ross nh.•
-.1 the giveavay last v eek
Slay tuned to next neck s tun And lash
I] report

European Theater of the war. A retired
fanner, he served as a member of the
Calloway County Board of Education for 12
years and also served as a member of the
board of the West Kentucky Rural Electric
Cooperative Corporation for 21 years.
Mrs. Murdock retired after 20 years of
service at The Peoples Bank of Murray. She
currently is a member of Calloway County
Genealogical Society and of the J.N.
Williams Chapter 805 of the United
Daughters of the Confederacy.
They have one daughter, Jean Carolyn
Bowen and husband, Tony. Clarksville.
Tenn.. and two sons. William Nelson

injections and learning of necessary care of pets. Dina
Duncan and Jane! Shelby are
the leaders. Call the extension
office at 753-1452 to find out
more.
• 4-H Millennium Mutts Dog
Club will meet Saturday. Feb.
26. from 9-10:30 a.m. at the
extension office. Youth are to
bring a poster or picture of their
favorite dog or dog breed to the
meeting. An exciting year in
dogs is ahead for those that
attend. All youth and parents
interested in dogs are encouraged to attend. Mary Hershey
and Bobbi Kelso are the leaders
with help from Kathy Hodge
and members of the Calloway
County Humane Society.
•Five volunteers are attending
certification for 4-H Horse and
Livestock Leaders at Kenlake
State Park on Feb. 25 and 26.
Those attending are Marie
Dolchan, Andrea White. Dina
Duncan. Celisa Cunningham
and Scott Herndon. They will
serve in volunteer leadership
roles in the Calloway County
Horse and Livestock Programs.
• The Dusty Spurs Horse Club
will meet at the horse show on
Sunday. Feb. 27. from 1-2:30
p.m. to observe. Call Connie

See Page 5A

Hazel Baptist:Church
Thursday, March 3rd 4 7:00 pm
.4iimission is Hal:A love offering- Will tv.iakeii.
301 Gilbert Street • Hazel

305 South 12111 • Murray KY.7517441
www.clkkelley.com

like to invite
you to our

We would

In Store Bridal Show (x,
Saturday, Feb 26th
10 am-4 pm
C.omplimentary
(sift for All New Brideh

A free community program "Learn Before You Bum" will be presented Thursday. Feb. 24. from 6:30-8 p.m. at the Calloway County
Fire Rescue. 101 E. Sycamore St.. Murray. Topics include reducing
health risks and avoiding illegal burning. Speakers will be Larry
Elkins. Calloway County Judge Executive: Earl Hicks, Calloway
County Fire Rescue Chief; Tonya Robinson. Murray Environmental
Planner; Roberta Burns and Betsy Ryan, Kentucky Division for Air
Quality. Refreshments and door prizes. For more information, call
(270) 759-3549.

Murray Bank team holds rebate
The Murray Bank Relay For Life team will have a rebate night.
tonight. Wednesday. from 4-9 p.m. at Back Yard Burgers.

Burkeen and Bu

Howard Wayne Burk
Tiptonville. Tenn., annum
riage of their daughter. I
son of Perry Butler and F
Miss Burkeen is the gra
Almo, and the late Paul a
of Calloway County Higl
Mr. Butler is the grand)
Tenne Tipton Butler. and
Baker Lee. He is a 1999
Tiptonville.
The wedding will be Sa
United Methodist Chord
A reception given by
Fellowship Hall of the Fi
All family and friends a
tations have been sent.

NARFE to meet Friday
The Murray Chapter of National Association of Retired Federal
Employees will hold its regular monthly meeting Friday. Feb. 25. at
11 a.m. at August Moon. All members and retired or active federal
employees are invited to attend.

Troop 45 seeks flags for ceremony
Boy Scout Troop 45 of Murray is looking for old U.S. flags to participate in a flag retirement ceremony on Memorial Day. The flags
will be properly destroyed by burning. Those who have any old, veteran flags ready for retirement. may contact scoutmaster Reid Parish
at 970-2092 to arrange a pick-up.

Pete Lancaster to portray Roosevelt
The Prime Timers of the First United Methodist Church will host
"An Evening with the President" Friday. Feb. 25, at 7 p.m. in CLC.
Pete Lancaster will present his one-man show,"Teddy Roosevelt."
Admission at the door is $3 for adults, $1 for students.

Playhouse to hold auditions
Auditions for "Disney's Mulan. Jr." will be held Saturday,Feb. 26,
at 2 p.m.. and again on Monday. Feb. 28, at 6 p.m. at Playhouse in
the Park. There are several roles available for ages 12-19. Children
ages 10 and II are encouraged to audition for possible "extras." No
preparation is necessary as those auditioning will be taught a song
from the show and will read from the script. "Disney's Mulan, lewd! play at Playhouse in the Park April 8-24.

Lady Lakers host pancake breakfast
The Calloway County Lady Laker basketball team is hosting a
pancake breakfast Saturday. Feb. 26. from 8-10 a.m. at Culver's
Restaurant. Tickets are $5 and can 'be purchased from any CCHS
Lady Laker or at the door on the day of breakfast. For more information. contact Kellie Connell at (270) 293-4565; or Kim
Hounshell at 92700 293-4037. All are invited to support the Lady
Lakers,

.4-H ...
From Page 4A
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East Calloway hosts Governor's Cup
East Calloway Elementary School will host the District 7
Governor's Cup Competition Saturday. Feb. 26. where local schools
will gather to participate in this academic event administered by the
Kentucky Association for Academic Competition and sponsored by
The Kentucky Education Savings Plan Trust. Other participating
schools are North Elementary, Southwest Elementary and Trigg
Elementary. Governor's Cup features eight events, including the
Quick Recall event, which is the only one open to the public. Quick
Recall begins at 11 a.m. District winners advance to the Governor's
Cup Regional Competition to be held at Jonathon Elementary on
March 19.
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This will be one of most significant and memorable events
in the lives of Fathers/Mentors and Daughters.

March 0, 2011
Register Today
270-753-0700
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Howard Wayne Burkeen and the Rev. Marita Burkeen of
Tiptonville. Tenn.. announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Lisa Marie Burkeen to Alan Perry Butler.
son of Perry Butler and Priscilla Butler, both of Tipionville.
Miss Burkeen is the granddaughter of Ralph and Mamie Evans of
Almo. and the late Paul and Treva Burkeen. She is a 1990 graduate
of Calloway County High School.
Mr. Butler is the grandson of the late Perry M. Butler and the late
Tenne Tipton Butler, and the late Charlie Baker and the late Naomi
Baker Lee. He is a 1999 graduate of Lake County High School in
Tiptonv ille.
The wedding will be Saturday. March 5.2011. at 3 p.m. at the First
United Methodist Church of Tiptonville, 536 Church Street.
A reception given by the bride's family will follow in the
Fellowship Hall of the First United Methodist Church.
All family and friends are invited to attend. Only out-of-town invitations have been sent.
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Talent at 293-2349 for exact
times. All members and interested individuals are encouraged to attend. Connie Talent is
the Certified Horse Leader.
• Murray Elementary Tiger
Cloverbud Club will meet
Monday. Feb. 28. at the school.
Donna Alexander and Shelly
Gillum are the leaders.
• Country 4-H Ham Project
Group will meet Monday. Feb.
28. at the extension office from
4-5:30 p.m. to continue the
work on the basics of speech
writing. The Counny Ham Tour
will be rescheduled since all
were in school Feb. 21.
• A new 4-H Hunter Bow
Class will be on Mondays from
5-6 p.m. at Hinton Archery for
youth who have their own hunting bows. All interested 4-H
youth are welcome to attend.
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They will meeting Feb. 28 and
March 7.14.21 and 28.
• Shotgun Team will meet
Thursday. March 3, at 6 p.m. at
the Jackson Purchase Gun Club
for practice.
• 4-H Shotgun Annual Safety
meeting will be Friday. March
4. at the Jackson Purchase Gun
Club. Youth and their parents
interested in 4-H Shotgun are
encouraged to attend. The meeting will begin at 6 p.m. 4-H
Certified Coaches in Shotgun
are Mitch Nesbitt. Tony West
and Vernon Anderson.
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Lauren Daniel
& Tim Ulsoh
Kristi Hintz
&Ryan Pickens
Linda Dinh
& Bryan Nixon
Blair Lane
& Tyler Brockman
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Lovely Master Bedroom Suite

Wonderful Brown Cherry Dining Room
Table 2 Arm Chairs
And 4 Side Chairs Or
China Cabinet

Queen Bed

King Bed

Heather Collins
& Shawn McClure

'Don't Forget To Register For the Free Furniture Item During Our Love Month Ft ent!
Leather Match Chaise

Rocker Recliner
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Registered
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IF YOU HAVE AN EVENT
YOU'D LIKE TO ANNOUNCE CALL US AT
153-1916
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At Gilliam Thompson Furniture We
"Love Our Customers"

Holly Nelson
& Logan Schwettman
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FUNDRAISER HELD: Pictured are members of the Murray Woman's Club as they
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Need Line has issued a new
list of items needed to replenish
the pantry for the clients. They
are spinach. salmon. tuna, pancake mix, pancake syrup.
instant oatmeal or cream of
wheat, cereal, chili beans.
spaghetti sauce, spaghetti,
soup:
crackers,
saltine
freezer/cooler items needed are
eggs. fresh fruits and vegetables. frozen meat; personal
hygiene and cleaning supplies
needed are dish liquid, toilet
paper. shampoo and toothpaste,
baby diapers sires 4 and 5: also
large brown paper bags.
These items may be taken to
the Need Line building at 638
South Fourth St.. Murray.
between 10 a.m. and 4 p.m..
Monday through Friday.
Need Line is an United Way
Agency. For information, call
753-6333.
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University Square
12th Street • Murray
12701 759-2100
Monday-Friday 10-S
Saturday 10-2

STORE HOURS:
'MONDAYFRIDAY:
9:00-6:00
'SATURDAY:
9:00-5:00
'SUNDAY:
CLOSED

Your 3112

Acre 'SUPER STORE'

EASY CREDIT
TERMS
•12 MONTHS
INTEREST FREE
•NO MONEY DOW
We Accept

3/10 Mile North of The Purchase Parkway On Hwy. 121N
Mayfield. Ky. 1-800-821-3244 or (270) 247-6620

at

VISA

ctsc
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3 DAYS ONLY!
Feb. 25, 26 & 28, 2011
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Peppers Chevrolet Buick CMC

LOYALTY PAYS

EXPIRES 2-28-201
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41211:02011 Toyota Camrys
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Financial Rebate
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2011 Chevy Cruze LS
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Peppers Discount
GM Owner Loyalty

$500 Toyota
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Chevy Malibu LS
.33 mpG Hwy
$22,775
.XM Radio
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• Head Curtain Side Airbags
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- 1,000 **
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Rebate
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2011 Toyota Avalons
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Looking to Help All Military Personnel and College
Grads with Their Automotive Needs?
ON-THE-SPOT FINANCING!
www.clickpeppers.org
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Rebate
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GM Owner Loyalty
Downpayment Assist - 2,005***
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Special to the Ledger
Murray-Callow:
The
Endowment for Healthcare'
first ever Murray Half Marathc
and 5K is less than two montt
away, and the race committee
in need of volunteers to ensui
he race runs as smoothly
possible.
The Halt Marathon has mar
.ipponunities for volunteerin.
Volunteers can contribute on tt
pre-race day. Friday. April 1
by assisting with jobs such .
registration, bib pick up, goot
bag distribution, chip distrib
!ion, the information expo, al
more.
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PEPPERS TOMOTIVE PRE OWNED SPECIALS

On Saturday, April 16, t
actual day of the Half Marathi
arid 5K, opportunities inclu
helping with early morning pi
race set-up of the start and fini
line, course monitors, water s
tons, first aid stations. assisti
staff in efforts to post race tiM
passing out refreshments, me
distribution, post-race clean, a
touch more.
"We need over 100 volt

2004 JEEP GRAND CHEROKEE LIMITED 2006 FORD F-250 XLT SUPER DUTY

2004 TOYOTA TACOMA

-71.

39,000 MILES

116.000 MILES

52,000 MILES

Extended Cab,
FX4 Off Road, Power
Stroke Diesel.

4x4. Heated Leather,
Moonroof, Chrome
Wheels

Reg. Cab,
5-Speed.
Stk #TT1162A

Stk #P7742

Stk #GT1149A

$7,695
2008 NISSAN ALTIMA 2.5 SL
74,000 MILES
Heated Leather. Moon roof, Alloy Wheels, Tinted
Windows.

93,995
2009 CHEVROLET
SILVERADO LT

!95,995
72,000 MILES
T/C, PW. PL. CD, Alloy
Wheels.

2010 CHEVROLET IMPALA LT
14,000 MILES
Heated Leather.
Moonroof, Alloy Wheels,
Spoiler.
Stk #P7733

31,000
MILES

Stk #P7741

2008 TOYOTA FJ CRUISER 4X4

$27,495

98,895
2010 TOYOTA COROLLA LE

TIC. PW,
PL, CD, 20"
Chrome
Wheels, Crew
Cab:

10,000 MILES
T/C PW PL CD
Stk #P7745

TOYOTA

Stk #TT1125A

$20,995
2007 BUICK RENDEZVOUS CXL
43.000 MILES
Heated Leather. Moonroof. Chrome Wheels
Stk #P7723

96,495

STK.
#GT1027A

2007 NISSAN XTERRA

2006 CHEVROLET IMPALA LT

31.000 MILES
T/C, PW, PL. CD.
Alloy Wheels,
Tinted Windows.

Apr

66.000 MILES
Moonroot, Alloy Wheels
Stk #GC1081A
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As a region,

Stk #P7749

99,495

97,995

& COUNTRY
010 DODGE CHARGER SXT 2006 NISSAN FRONTIER LE 4X4 2010 CHRYSLER TOWN26,000
MILES
16.000 MILES

Moonroof, Alloy Wheels,
Spoiler. Stk #CP1019

77,000 MILES

Heated Leather, Moonroof. Tinted Windows
Stk #P7668A
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"Whatever it takes, we Want to be your car or truck company

Our do(
Introdu

T/C, PW, PL. CD. Satellite Radio, Alloy Wheels. Stk. #CP1018
Jeep

2400 E. Wood St., Paris, TN
642-5661 • 1-800-748-8816
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Blood Donor Center still has
critical need for 0 and A-negative
Special to the Ledger
The Murray-Calloway County Hospital Blood
Donor Center announced today that there is a critical need for 0-negative and A-negative blood
types. They are asking area residents to stop by the
Blood Donor Center. or call to make an appointment to give blood.
The constant supply of blood provided locally
to the MCCH Blood Donor Center gives the gift
of life to many people. It takes less than an hour to
make a blood donation.
A blood donor must be at least 18 years of age
(or 16 or 17 with parental consent), be in good
health, weigh at least 110 pounds and pass the
brief physical and health history exams given
prior to donation.

The need for these blood types is critical. If you
are unable to stop by the Donor Center. the next
Blood Drive in the community will be on the following date, and everyone is welcome to attend:
• Wednesday, Feb. 23, from 5-8 p.m. at Poplar
Springs Baptist Church in Murray.
• Wednesday, March 2, from 5-8 p.m. at Ness
Concord Church of Christ in New Concord.
To make an appointment to donate blood, or to
find out where the next blood drive will be, contact the MCCH Blood Donor Center at 762-1119.

Volunteers and Spirit Teams
needed for April Half Marathon
Special to the Ledger
Murray-Calloway
The
Endowment for Healthcare's
first ever Murray Half Marathon
and 5K is less than two months
away, and the race committee is
in need of volunteers to ensure
the race runs as smoothly as
possible.
The Half Marathon has many
opponunities for volunteering
Volunteers can contribute on the
pre-race day. Friday. April 15,
by assisting with jobs such as
registration, bib pick up, goody
bag distribution, chip distribution, the information expp, and
more.
On Saturday, April 16, the
actual day of the Half Marathon
and 5K. opportunities include
helping with early morning prerace set-up of the start and finish
line, course monitors, water stations, first aid stations, assisting
staff in efforts to post race times.
passing out refreshments, metal
distribution, post-race clean, and
much more.
"We need over 100 volun-

teers," said Keith Travis, VP of
Institutional Development, "I
know that seems like a lot, but
there are many details that must
done for the race to be a sucCess.'.
Volunteers of all ages are
welcome, although parents will
need to supervise their children.
We encourage families, community groups and organizations to
These
together.
volunteer
groups would be perfect as
course monitors or spirit teams!
We need lots of Spirit Teams to
cheer the runners on in order to
make the Half Marathon a memorable race. Anyone can form a
team - family and friends of
runners, businesses, churches,
choirs, youth groups, bands,
cheer and dance squads, and
other groups are all welcome —
we want to share the spirit of our
community with the runners.
Runners will vote for their
favorite Spirit Team, and prize
money will be awarded to the
winners. You must be registered
to be eligible for the Spirit Team

Photo ptovided

purchased an automatic external difibRED CROSS AEDs: Glendale Road Church of Christ
American Red Cross earlier this year.
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chapter
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Blackburn, John Dale, Red
Walt
are
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tion.
Defibrillator for your business or organiza
Walker.
Todd
and
D'Elia
Carol
Wilson,
Jennifer
Director
Cross

prize money.
Standing on a corner and
cheering the runners, singing.
dancing, playing music, and just
encouraging the runners to keep
up is a great thing to do as a
family or community group
Groups can bring chairs
refreshments, or music to help
keep our runners spirits high.
A volunteer registration
form, including a list of volunteer positions, can be found
at
online
or
y.org,
alkmurra
www.runw
anyone interested in registering
as a volunteer or developing a
spirit team,can contact Michelle
Gesell at 270.762.1831 or

Melissa Ross at 762-1832.
The half marathon is scheduled for Saturday. April 16. For
more information on the Murra
Half Marathon and 5K, please
call the Endowment Office ai
762-1800 or 762-1908.

Need Cash Now.
Doctor Bills • Home Improvements
Insurance • Taxes • Unexpected Expenses
...or any other reason

Sbererte Inglish
Manaper
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Money $2 000 for just,
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Personal
Finance
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1701 St. Rt. 121 N.
Suite B
Murray, KY 42071
(270) 767-0382
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Run a 1/4 page Ad
and Receive FREE
Greeti or Purple Color

Our doctors. Our neighbors.
introducing our newest neighbor.
Jesse Sandlin, M.D.
Orthopedic Surgery

(A $75 Value!)

to providing the
As a regional community hospital, we are committed

newest neighbor, has joined the
best in care to our neighbors. Dr. Sandlin, our
and Sports Medicine, P.C.
Surgery
medical staff at Henry County Orthopaedic
and is now accepting new patients.
from Northeastern Ohio
Dr. Sandlin received his medical degree
the Medical University of
at
cy
residen
Universities College of Medicine and did his
n Academy of Orthopedic Surgeons.
Ohio in Toledo. He is a fellow of the America
his wife, Dr. Renee Sandlin, an
HCMC is pleased to welcome Dr. Sandlin and
Emergency Physician,to Paris. HCMC is excited
to expand our Orthopedic Surgery Services in
Iietir t otinl‘ Orthopaedit
the community. To make an appointment, call
Surger. PA .

731.644.2271 or 1.800.726.6379.

HC HENRY COUNTY
MC MEDICAL CENTER

1015 Kelley Drive, Suite 200
Paris, TN 3S242

731.644..!:71

Contact Crystal or Chris today
to reserve your space...
270.753.1916
email: ads@murrayledger.com

CALL
TODAY!
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Waterfield
wants in on
the PostSecret

Photo provided

ROBOTICS WORK: From left, Kris Cole, Alex Ward, Kyle Lewis and Stephen Orr, members
of the Murray Calloway 4H Robotic Teams, are shown constructing one of the lifting arms of
their team's robot. The electronics portion of the robot was previously assembled arid pre-tested, and then removed to keep sensitive components ciean. On March 31 through April 1, the
team (approximately 20 members from Murray and Calloway County high schools) will compete in a FIRST Robotics Competition in Knoxville, Tenn. Nationwide, there are about 2000
FIRST teams involving nearly 48,000 students. During competition, the robot must: 1) In an
autonomous mode follow a path on the floor about 50 feet, locate a peg on a post. and hang
a ring on a peg: 2) Under remote control by an operator using a laptop and transmitter, compete against other teams transporting and hanging game pieces (plastic ring, triangle, or
square about 25 -30 inches in width) on pegs placed about 3-10 feet above the floor; and 3)
Deploy a minibot (small electro-mechanical assemblies that are independent of the host robot)
onto vertical poles where the minibot climbs the pole and triggers a sensor at the top to turn
a light on. These competitions bring sponsors, and college and technical professionals,
together with high school students to develop the students' solution to a prescribed engineering challenge in a competitive game environment.
chooses not to. he or she does not
have to say the pledge hut will
either stand or sit quietly while
From Front
other children reflect on the
gauge their potential. This can importance of the flag in our civic
be a challenge. With Senate Bill life."
Two additional bills will
124, the (Kentucky) Department
offer addiess the chronic disease in
will
of Education
enhanced training for principals Kentucky.
"It will not surprise anyone that
on how to identify teachers with
the strongest potential for suc- diabetes is a killer in our state.
Senate Bill 71 establishes the process."
Winters said SB15, requiring fessional position of 'licensed
schools to provide a daily oppor- diabetes educator,— Winters said.
tunity to recite the Pledge of "With so many Kentuckians conAllegiance in the classroom, has fronting this disease, education
helps not only manage the illness
also passed the senate.
"Virtually all of us remember but also empowers both the perstarting out our school day with son who has the disease as well as
the Pledge of Allegiance, )visater the caregiver, if there is one, with
we attended public or private additional life-saving informaschools. It's hard to believe that tion."
Also SBII4 is designed to corsome students today do not,"
Winters said. "If the student rect a technical problem in state

IN Winters...

law. The legislation allows private
insurance plans to offer incentives
or rewards to members who participate in wellness programs.
"The state health insurance
plan, for example, offers people
pedometers to encourage walking
or running as a form of exercise."
Winters said. "Studies have
shown wellness programs such as
this to be effective against obesity
by encouraging people to make
healthy choices."
The bills now go House legislators for review and possible revt
sion.
Winters invites all constituents
to contact him concerning these
bills or other issues by caning I 800-372-7181 toll-free or 1-800896-0305. You may also keep up
with ongoing legislation by going
on-line at www.Irc.state.ky.us.

By MEREDITH LOCKHART
MSU Public Relations
Waterfield Library is hosting its
very own PostSecret project in
anticipation of the real PostSecret
presentation anu book signing that
will take place at MSU in early
March.
PostSecret is an anonymous
community art project that communicates through sharing never
before told secrets mailed in an
mission of
postcards. The
PostSeciet is to provide an outlet
for anyone wanting to purge a
secret and for readers to find a
"healing power" when identifying
with someone else's secret.
Since it began in 2004, the
PostSecret project has published
five books of secrets and continues to receive hundreds of postcards a day. The only rule for the
content of these 4X6 confessions
is that they must be entirely truthful and cannot have been told
before.
Frank Warren. founder of
PostSecret, will travel to Murray
State on Tuesday, March I. to give
a multi-media presentation about
his journey with PostSecret. He
will also be available for a book
signing in Waterfield Library
directing following the presentation in Lovett Auditorium.
When Ashley Ireland, Research
and Instruction Librarian and
Student
of
Coordinator
about
heard
Programming,
Warren's visit, she wanted to get
the students and library more
involved.
As Coordinator of Student
Programming, Ireland is tasked
with liaising with Student Affairs
and incorporating student-based
initiatives into the academic
library setting. This mix birthed
the idea of the Waterfield Library
PostSecret project.
Upon entering the lobby of
Waterfield, students can stop by
the PostSecret kiosk and take an
old catalog card. Students then
decorate the card, write a personal
secret ano return the card to the
kiosk. All cards submitted by Feb.
23 will be displayed in the library
for the book signing.

WE
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The Republican-controlled Senate was expected pass the
measure Tuesday afternoon and send it to the Democraticcontrolled House, where its future appeared uncertain.
Paul, a Bowling Green eye doctor, won election to the U.S.
Senate last year with tea party backing. He said the United
States is "on a path to fiscal ruin" if something isn't done to
rein in congressional spending. But opponents crowded into
a legislative meeting room next door to the Capitol, complaining that the risk of inviting unwanted changes to the
Constitution is too great to endorse a convention.
"I understand the trepidation and worry of some, but I
would urge you to balance that worry verses the worry of
financial ruin and the worry of a financial disaster that could
occur if we do nothing," Paul said.
Two-thirds of the nation's state legislatures would have to
pass similar measures to force a constitutional convention.
Some critics of the proposal expressed concerns that a mishmash of unrelated calls by other state legislatures on a variety of issues could tngger Congress to act.
Senate Democratic Leader RI Palmer II said by some
counts, perhaps more than 30 legislatures have made such
calls over the years.
Ron Snell, a spokesman for the National Conference of
State Legislatures. acknowledged Tuesday that numerous
states have called for constitutional conventions on a vanety
of issues. However, Snell said some of the calls have expired
and some have been withdrawn, leaving no accurate count of
pending calls.
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Town Crier
NOTICE
• The Murray City Council will meet at 6:30 p.m. in
City Hall. There will be first readings ot ordinances for a
budget amendment of $2.66 million for the Murray
Business Loop: an amendment of $7,140 to buy Glock
22s for the police department; downgrading the pay
classification for City Administrator; and amending
police department capital expenditures by $19,000.
The council will also vote on a recommendation from
the Planning Commission to rezone 1016 Sharpe St.
from R-2 (single family residential) to B-4 (medium density business district) The commission voted 6-3 to
rezone based on the findings that the property is identified for commercial use in the city's comprehensive plan
and that the properties on 12th Street and Sharpe
Street are zoned B-4.
• The City of Murray's Health Insurance Committee
will meet at 540 p.m. Thursday in City Hall to discuss
employee incentives. The
wellness program
Finance/Personnel Committee will meet at 5:50 p.m. to
discuss replacing the roof at the Career Discover
Center; a budget amendment to replace the police
department phone system for $19,000; and discuss a
budget amendment to lower the pay grade for City
Administrator.
A joint Finance/Personnel and Transportation committee meeting will be held at 6:05 p.m. to discuss a $2.66
budget amendment for the Murray Business Loop. The
Public Safety Committee will then meet at 6:20 p.m. to
discuss a $7,140 budget amendment to buy 20 Glock
22s for the police department.
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FARIED, HARPER
HAVE BLOSSOMED
INTO OVC
SUPERSTARS
By TOMMY DIUARD
Sports Editor
When Kenneth Faried and
Demonte Harper were freshmen
in 2007-08, Morehead State
coach Donnie Tyndall knew the
future was bright for his program.
But Tyndall acknowledges he
couldn't have known just how
bright it looked for Faried and
Harper, his pair of All-Ohio
Valley Conference seniors who
are looking to lead the Eagles
back to the OVC championship
game for a third consecutive
season next week.
Harper has developed into
one of the best guards in the
conference. averaging 15.6
points per game. Faried needs
no introduction. The nation's
leading rebounder and likely the
best big man ever to play in the
OVC. he recently broke Tim
Duncan's modern-era career
in
record
rebounding
Motehead's BracketBuster win
at Indiana State Saturday.
"To say that I would think
Demonte Harper would be
arguably the best guard in our
league when he was a freshman
would be an overstatement,"
Tyndall said Tuesday as his team
prepares to clash with Murray
State Thursday at the CFSB
Center with a regular-season
league title likely on the line.
II See RACERS,613

By RICKY MARTIN
Assistant Sports Editor
In their previous two meetings
this season, Calloway County had
gotten the best of Murray High
early on in the contest.
Tuesday night in the Fourth
District tournament, with a berth
to next week's First Region tournament on the line, it was Murray
High who jumped out first.
Leading 7-0 with 4:25 left in
the first quarter. Calloway senior
Brock Simmons finally put
Calloway County on the board by
knocking down a three, sparking
a 17-5 run to close the period for
the takers and eventually ending
Murray High's hopes of a run at a
First Region title, winning 63-51.
Calloway County head coach
Bruce Lane said the slow start
was the only had pan of the first
half for the Lakers.
"We didn't get rattled," he
said. "We took a timeout at 7-0,
and I thought that three from
Brock was huge just to kind of get
us afloat arid on the board, and
then I thought we played a pretty
good half after that."
Simmons' three was the one
that got things going for the
Lakers, but it was eighth grader
Parker Adams who kept it rolling.
Adams knocked down a three
to cut the Murray High lead to 98. then after a basket by
Simmons, was fouled shooting an
off-target three-pointer.
Adams connected on all three
free throws, however, then put in
one final three of the first quarter

This Week
4th District Boys
Basketball Tournament
Monday
:I) Marshall Co 71.(4) CCA 32
Tuesday
r21Calioway Co 63 (31 Murray 51
Thursday
)1) Marshall Co vs (21 Calloway Co
730

with 35 seconds left.
The eighth grader scored nine
of his 15 points in the opening
quarter and finished the night 4for-4 from beyond the arc.
Murray's 1-3-1 zone created
problems for the Lakers early on.
which was exactly what Tiger
head coach Ron Greene had
hoped for, forcing the Lakers into
several turnovers before they
could finally settle in.
"Early on our zone really
caused them some issues,"
Greene said. "We forced four or
five turnovers there to go up 7-0,
and that's really the part of the
game that we did everything we
wanted to do.
"It was big for us not getting
down 8-2 or 12-0. and I thought
that was a good sign for us."
Despite turning the ball over
nine times in the first half, the
Lakers more than compensated
for their mistakes with hot shooting.
The Lakers shot 10-for-15
from the field in the opening two
quarters. including 3-for-5 from
•See DISTRICT, 2B

ACM? MANTIN Ledger 8. Times
Calloway County senior Blake Maness goes up for this layup against Murray High's
Daniel Nisbet during the first half of Tuesday night's opening round match of the Fourth
District tournament. Maness scored 14 points as the Lakers won 63-51.

4TH DISTRICT GIRLS TOURNAMENT:
MURRAY 52, MARSHALL CO. 47 (0T)

Murray withstands
Marshall rally

RICKY NAM*/
L edger & Times

High
Murray
sophomore
guard
point
Janssen Starks
drives to the
past
basket
Marshall
County's Lena
Bohannon in
the second half
Tuesday night
the first
in
round of the
Fourth District
tournament.

LADY TIGERS ERASE
TRYING SEASON WITH
RETURN TRIP TO.
REGIONAL TOURNEY
By MCKY MARTIN
Assistant Sports Editor
The road back ill the Fourth District title
game didn't go exactly how Rechelle Turner or
her Murray High team had planned.
But now that her Lady Tigers are back.
Turner said she wouldn't trade the journey for
anything.
The 2010-2011 season has been up and down
to say the least for the Lady Tigers. who got hot
during the month of December against some
out-of-state competition, but cooled down significantly when the calendar hit 2011.
Amassing a 9-3 record during December,
with all three losses coming to teams out of the
state of Kentucky. Murray High looked poised
to roll into 2011 ready to defend both its Fourth

Thursday
Morehead State at
Murray State
When, 8 p rn
Where: CFSB Center
TV ESPN11
Radio, WFGS 103 7 FM
Records: Morehead 21-8 (12-4 OVC
May 21-7 12-4 OVC)
Series record: Murray leads 102-46
Last meeting: Morehead won 75-65 in
Morehead on Dec 4 2010

MSU WOMI N'S BASKETBALL

Racers ready for do-or-die weekend
PLAYERS GLEAN CONFIDENCE FROM
PREVIOUS PERFORMANCES AGAINST
MOREHEAD,EASTERN KENTUCKY
The only way Murray State
assures itself of playing in
Sports Editor
Murray State got a much- Nashville next week is to sweep
needed split out of last week's Morehead State and Eastern
Valley Kentucky. Do so, and the Racers
Ohio
two-game
could earn a seed as high as No.
Conference road swing.
Now the Racers are buckling 6 in the conference, setting up a
in for the final week of the regu- potentially favorable first-round
lar season, a two-game homes- matchup against a Jacksonville
tand in which they can either State club which they have beatplay themselves into the OVC en twice this season.
Lose to Morehead on
tournament field or turn in their
and
however,
Thursday.
ierseys for the season.

By TOMMY DILIARD

Going into the OVC's final
week of play, five women's
teams have clinched tournament
Morehead State at
berths but no squad is eliminatMurray State
thanks to a clustering of
ed,
When: 5 15 p m Thursday
teams in the bottom half of the
Where: CFSB Center
Radio: WNBS, 1340 AM
league that has set the scene for
Records: Morehead 19-8(124 OVC)
what amounts to a pre-tournaMurray 8-19 (4-12. OVC)
ment this weekend.
While the Racers may only
Saturday becomes a must-win in
order to have a shot at the tour- need one win to get their feet in
the door. Robinson says there is
nament.
-The pressure is on. says no tIoubt Thursday's matchup
Manah with second-place Morehead is
guard
sophomore
Robinson. "We have to be a key game.
"If we can start off heating
clutch. There's no turning back.
We're just anxious and ready for
•See WOMEN,2B
it to get started."

Up Next

This Week
4th District Girls Basketball
Tournament
Monday
(1) Calkwray Co 70.(4) CC A 52
Tuesday
(3) Murray 52,(2) Marshall Co
Thursday
(1) CanOway Co vs (3) Murray

6:0U

District and First Region titles.
Murray High couldn't close out the region's
top-tier teams, however, and after a loss to
Ballard Memorial in the finals of the First
Region All 'A' Classic, Turner said her team had
"forgotten" how to win.
"When we didn't win the Class 'A'. that took
a whole lot out of us," Turner said. "It took the
kids a while to get that love of the game back
and that wanting to win."
If Tuesday night was any indication, Turner
and her Murray High squad seem to have recovered.
•See LADY TIGERS, 26
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DILLARD
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Mariah
Robinson
lets
(left)
loose a celebratory
fist pump
Kayla
as
Lowe flashes a smile
after
Murray
State
secured a
win against
Jacksonville
State
on
Feb 12.
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From Page 18
behind the air. and 6-for-6 from
the foul line.
Meanwhile. the Tigers struggled a bit more scoring. particularly at the end of the first quarter
and beginning of the second.
Murray High shot 9-for-20
from the field to open the game,
and went 1-for-4 from three-point
range.
The Ulcers went into the locker room with a 29-22 advantage,
and picked up where they left off
early in the third quarter.
Simmons found freshman center Michael Arnett to open the
half, then after a Marte Foster
three for Murray, Adams hit his
third three of the night for
Calloway before Arnett added
another basket to extend the lead
to 36-25 with 6:17 left in the period.
Murray ended the half on an
11-5 run, however, drawing the
game back to within five entering
the fourth quarter.
The Tigers continued their
spurt, and a 6-2 run to open the
fourth brought Murray to within
one a 43-42 with 6:23 left to play.
Murray took the lead a minute
later on a pair of free throws front
Kendall Deese. then Foster found
Cedric Cherry for a layup to give
Murray a 46-43 advantage.
Calloway would respond with
a 20-5 run on the backs of
Simmons and fellow senior Blake
klaoess, however, finishing with
the 11 -point win.
1 thought Blake was big for
us down the stretch. and Brock
too." Lane said. "Michael got
loose for us there in the second
half, and Parker was huge too, all
four of his threes were huge.
-I'm proud of all of our guys.
it was a total team effort and I
think their experience paid off."
Simmons led all scorers with
23. while Deese paced the Tigers
with 18. Cherry and Adams each
had 15 for their respective clubs.
"We really were in all three
games against them this season,"
Greene said. "They have just
been able to do what they needed
to do to win the ballgames. We
made them nervous, but that's not
really good enough."
The Lakers will now meet
Marshall County Thursday night
for the Fourth District title, marking the tenth straight season the
two will collide for the title.
Marshall and Calloway have
the two longest consecutive
streaks of First Region tournament appearances.
12 10 14 15 — 51
17 12 12 22 — 63

Murray High
Calloway County

Murray High (9-17)— Deese 18.
Cherry 15 Foster 9. Nisbit 3. Fields 2.
Phillips 2 Williams 2
FG. 20-47 3-pt.: 3-11 FT: 8-11
Rebounds- 21 Turnovers: 13
Calloway Co.(15-12) — Simmons 23,
Adams 15 Maness 14. Amen 9.
Thompson 2
P0:2236 3-pt.: 5-10 FT: 14-18
Rebounds: 23 Turnovers: 17

11a5°11iMi
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Sponsored by
Stuart Alexander
a
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R1SI BASEBALL

Beers' effort can't lift 'Breds to first win
From MS11 Athletics
Murra,„ State starting pitcher
Tyler Beers allowed just one
unearned run on two hits and
eight stnkeouts over five innings.
but it was not enough as Arkansas
State rallied in the sixth inning to

3-for-26 from the field in the
opening two quarters, while the
Lady Tigers shot nearly 30 per
cent better at 8-for-20.
Turner said she knew the
III The MHS Lady Tiger softball team is having a rebate night at the
Lady Marshals would make a Big Apple Cafe from 11 a.m, until close today.
run, however, and that's exactly
what first-year head coach
•The Murray-Calloway County Parks & Recreation Department
Joseph Simmons' team did, along with the Murray Youth Baseball & Softball Association has kicked
mostly on the back of senior off the spring registration period for this summer's baseball & softball
Tee Ball,
season. The registration penod ends on March 11 except for
guard Margaret Thomas.
web site,
which ends March 31. Families can register online at our new
The Lady Marshals slowly
Park office at 900
chipped away and brought the www.playballmcc.corn or by visiting either the MCC
County Chamber office in front of
lead back to within ten by the Payne Street or the Murray Calloway year, including Major League
Wal-Mart. Changes are planned this
end of the third.
uniforms, advanced communication tools, and improved
Marshall opened the fourth Baseball styled
needorganization. Program volunteers and team sponsors are much
what
and
run,
9-2
quarter on a
site or contact via
ed. For additional information, please refer to the web
was
was once a lb-point deficit
e-mail at info@playballmcc.corn or the park office at 762-0325.
now whittled away to just three.
Both teams exchanged blows
through the middle part of the
period before Marshall went
back on a 7-0 run to tie the game From Page 1B
WIIMENSI
at 43-43 off a three from Mariah Morehead, we'll go on momenMcKenty with 2:14 left.
tum," said the Racers' leading
Snows
From there, both squads had scorer at 15 points per game. We
OVC(CKgarall)
empty possessions for the don't want to be in a one-and- School
14-3(20-6)
Tech
Tennessee
remainder of regulation.
done situation. Saturday is a
12-4 (19-8)
Marshall had a chance to really big game, but the Morehead State
inbound the ball with five sec- Morehead game will set the Tennessee-Martin 12-4(17-10)
11-5 (16-11)
Eastern Illinois
onds left, but Murray High tempo."
11-5(12-16)
Peay
Austin
forced a five second call directly
Despite two losses, Robinson
across from their bench, giving and her teammates are gleaning Jacksonville State 6-11 (9-19)
Haley Armstrong an attempt for confidence from their road trip SE Missouri State 4-12(8-18)
4-12(8-19)
State
the win that rattled off.
to Morehead and Richmond in Murray
In the overtime period. December, the opening stretch Tennessee State 4-12(8-19)
Murray High continued to dom- of conference play that now Eastern Kentucky 3-13 (6-191
inate the glass. and after Janssen seems like a distant memory.
fourth nationally while Winfrey
Starks missed the front end of a
Against EKU, the Racers is averaging 9.7 as a freshman.
one-and-one opportunity ahead held a five-point lead with seven
Earlier this season in
48-47, Shelby Crouch got per- minutes remaining but fell vic- Morehead, Harris pulled down
her
of
rebound
haps the biggest
tim to 14 Colonel three-pointers. 12 rebounds to Winfrey's II.
career with 12.2 seConds left,
At Morehead. Murray State Together, they are the only two
finding Starks on the outlet, who led by 10 with 40 seconds left in players in the conference averwouldn't miss her two free the first half when Morehead aging a double-double.
throws this time around.
"(Winfrey) is somebody we
began applying full-court presArmstrong knocked down sure, forcing the Racers into 29 said we felt like would be capatwo more to ice the game.
turnovers on the night.
ble of that, and she's lived up to
"I told Janssen that this is
"We started off well against the billing," Murray State head
what she had been doing ever them in the beginning of the sea- coach Rob Cross said Monday.
since she was old enough to hold son," Robinson said. "It was just "Here in the last two weeks,
a basketbail, go to the line with the little things that got us, she's started to become a vocal
the game on the line, and she turnovers and being outrebound- leader on the team and that's
made them." Turner said.
ed. We know we can guard something I'm more proud of
Armstrong led the way with them."
because I knew she could
18 points, while Starks and
At the least, the Racers rebound."
Winchester had 12 apiece. believe they can handle
Cross' greatest concern
Murray outrebounded the Lady Morehead State's pressure better against the Eagles, however, is
Crouch
with
Marshals 44-27,
than they did the first time not shutting down the OVC's
and center Sian House combin- around.
leading rebounder but its leading for 29. Crouch notching 15
"I think that was probably the ing scorer, who also resides in
and House 14.
first game we actually had a real Morehead.
"Everybody did something to press on us. and we didn't really
Chynna
guard
Senior
contribute tonight," Turner said. have a press offense for it yet," Bozeman is scoring 20.3 points
"And they had that refuse to lose redshin freshman forward per game and put 21 on the
attitude that we have been wait- Jessica Winfrey said. "We were Racers earlier this season.
ing on all year."
all kind of spastic about it. I feel Bozeman ranks 11th nationwide
like we would do fine now just in made three-pointers this seaMarshall County 2 7 18 16 4 — 47
because we've worked on it so son.
14 8 15 6 9 — 52
Murray High
much. We've been in a lot of dif"Chynna has got the guts to
ferent situations."
take any shot at any time," Cross
Marshall County (22-7) — Thomas 21,
Meadows 7 Bohannon 6 Goins 6
One of the key matchups for says. "She's going to get shots,
McKenty 5 Fehrenbacher 2
State against the Eagles no question, but we have to
Murray
FG: 19-59 3-pt.: 3-12 FT: 6-9
pits the OVC's top two rebound- make her work defensively,
Rebounds: 77 Turnovers: 7
ers against one another. make her chase people. make
Murray Nigh (204) — Armstrong 18
Morehead sophomore Ashar her run into a bunch of screens
',:arks 12 Winchester 12 Crouch 5
Harris leads the league with 11.8 to try to wear her out some.
14ouse 4
PG. 17.13 3-pt 2 7 FT 16-22
boards per game and ranks

enough income
• When applied to calendar days, the average American earns
to pay for their annual food supply in lust seven weeks
pril to pay for annual
• By comparison, the average American works until mid-A
for taxes.
months
three
over
and
taxes. That's seven weeks for food,
with affordable food.
• The bottom line is this. Because our farmers provide us
our whole
boosts
which
things.
other
on
spend
to
money
more
we have
economy and quality of life.

your local Calloway Co

The Top Twenty Five
Pt, Psi
Record
5
1.531
25-2
1 Duke 135)
2
1,519
25-2
1101
St
2 Ohio
1
1,457
25-2
3 Kansas 15)
4
1,452
4 Pittsburgh r 12; 24-3
3
1,395
23-4
5 Texas 11)
6
1.327
6 San Diego St 27-1
7
1,261
25-2
BYU 12)
11
1.182
22-5
8 Purdue
8
1.036
21-5
9 Notre Dame
12
942
23-4
10 Arizona
9
929
21-6
Georgetown
11
10
921
20-6
12 Wisconsin
14
sal
21-5
13 Florida
13
768
14 Connecticut 20-6
15
697
21-6
15 Villanova
16
593
20-7
16 Louisville
17
527
22-6
17 Syracuse
18
499
20-6
18 Vanderbilt
19
495
19 North Carolina20-6
20
270
21-6
20 Missoun
21
342
21-5
21 Texas A&M
22
301
19-7
22 Kentucky
-214
17-9
23 St Johns
23
199
21-5
24 Temple
24
103
20-6
25 Xavier
Others receiving votes Utah St 97
George Mason 51 West Virginia 42
Alabama 15. Florida St 4. UNLV 2
Washington 2 Belmont 1 Harvard 1
UCLA /

we wanted to meet along the
Way." she said. "We said all
along that a win tonight would
would erase that had taste, and
when you are fortunate enough
to do what we did last year and
win a district and regional championship. you want a chance to
defend that.
"By the kids winning tonight,
they gave us a chance to do that,
and that's all you can ask for."
The Lady Tigers jumped out
on a 14-2 run to open the first
quarter while the Lady Marshals
struggled against the Murray
High defense. which Turner said
played as well during the first
half Tuesday night as it had all
year.
Meanwhile. the Lady Tigers
had little trouble getting shots to
fall, and held on to a 22-9 lead at
halftime.
Marshall County shot an icy

income on
• The average American spends just over 10 percent of disposable
food the lowest in the world

to yok

Prep Girls Basketbaii
Tuesday
1st District Tournament
(at Carlisle Co.)
Carlisle CJ 70. Fulton Co 28
2nd District Tournament
1st Reidland)
Paducah Tilghman 56, Heath 50
3rd District Tournament
(at Ballard Memorial)
St Mary 37, Graves Co 34
4th District Tournament
(at Marshall Co.)
Murray 52. Marshall Co 4710T:
Thursday
1st District Championship
(at Carlisle Co.)
Hickman Co vs Carlisle Co . 6 p
2nd District Championship
(at Reidland)
Lone Oak vs Paducah Tilghman 7
pm
3rd District Championship
(at Ballard Memorial)
St Mary vs Ballad Memorial 6 pm
4th District Championship
(at Marshall Co.)
Calloway Co vs Murray 6 p in

State Basketball
Tuesday
Louisville 55 Rutgers 37
Today
Kentucky at Arkansas 7 p m

in the fourth and unit: in the fifth.
He needed only 64 pitches, 41
strikeouts, to get through those
five innings.
The Breds return to action
Friday afternoon as they open a
three-game home series at 2 p.m.

is Lady Tigers
From Page 1B
Leading h) as ithuip as 16
points late in the second quarter
against Marshall County in the
opening round of the Fourth
District tournament. Murray
High looked like a guarantee to
make the trip back to the First
Region tournament.
Marshall County would rally,
however, and take the lead for a
brief second in the fourth period.
before the Lady Tigers held off
the Lady Marshals in overtime
to secure the 52-47 win, and
earn their berth back to the First
Region tournament, where the
Lady Tigers are looking to
defend last year's crown.
The victory, at least for
Turner. was indicative of a hardfought season.
"It's basically just an accumulation of a tough season as far
as not meeting expectations that

Prep Boys Basketball
Tuesday
1st District Tournament
(at Carlisle Co.)
Carlisle Co 62 Fulton City 61
2nd District Championship
(at Reldland)
Heath 49 Reoiand 41
3-6 District Tournament
(at Ballard Memorial)
Ballard Memonal 59 St Mary 50
4th District Tournament
(at Marshall Co.)
Calloway Co 63 Murray 51
Thursday
3rd District Championship
(at Ballard Memorial)
Graves Co vs Ballard Memorai
4th District Championship
(at Mershon Co.)
Calloway Co Vs Marshal Co
Friday
1st District Championship
(at Carlisle Co.)
Fulton Co vs Carlisle Co 7 p m
2nd District Championship
(at Risidland)
Paducah Tilghman vs Heath 7 p in

OVC Basketball
Tuesday
Tennessee Tech 92, S It -Edwardsviite
b7

hulk) the Bred. a S-4 loss l ith7scla:y
afternoon in Jonesboro. Ark.
Making his second start of the
season. Beers was dominant from
the first pitch as he struck out a
pair of hitters in the first, one in
the second, two in the third, two

"Food Check-Out Week" Check List...

11 1

Rockledge Photography

ing the
Murray native Peter Thackston, right, and two others represent
Jim
legend
marketing
sports
with
visit
to
got
team,
Georgetown College baseball
of the Louisville
Host (left) at a reception recently. Host, currently the chairman
on campus as
Arena Authority that recently christened the KFC YUM Center, was
series. Peter, a senthe celebrity guest for the "Conversations with Champions"
president of the
ior Finance major/Communication & Media Studies minor, is
Murray and Pete
College's Investment Team. The son of Barbara Sallin of
County High
Thackston of Huntington. W.V.. Peter is a 2006 graduate of Calloway
where he played football and baseball.

Farm Bureau. 1702 Hwy

121 N Murray, Icy 42071

SportsBriefs

•Women

Rebounds 44 Turnovers- 17

ADIUSMIE1

HOME • AUTO • LIFE
SCOREBOARD

Celebrating the Affordability of Food in America!
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Legal
Notice

STEVE BRANDON,
TAMMY BRANDON,
VS

NOTICE OF SA

GEORGE THOMAS KAIS
GAYLE MARIAN KAISER
1,0121 MARKS and husban
MICHELLE MAC PEARS
Michelle Mac Pearson, ifs
l'altnown Spouse of Dante
MITCHELL HERRICK. U
liernck if any. TYLLER F
,if Tyller Herrick, if any, U
THOMAS KAISER. UNKI)
MARIAN KAISER, UNKN
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COUNTY OF CALLOWAN

By virtue of a Default Jul
December 27, 2010, an Or
January 10, 2011, an Arne
order & Judgment of Salr
iv the Judgment of the Pt
sive of attorney fees, plus
'ourthouse door in the Ci
est bidder, at public aucti
local time, or thereabout,
i'muity, Kentucky. situal
more particularly describ
TRACT I: Being the nortl

A part of the Northeast C
ning at a point 95 rods t%
with Quarter Section lint
thence North with his iii:
Noble: thence East with)
thence South about 65 pr
or less Further descrabi
East and West_

EXCEPT that portion cot
Margie Brandon dated N.
I'alloway County Court(
part of the Northeast Qu
at a point 95 rode West c
Quarter section line 308
with his line 105 feet to
thence South 105 feet wi
74/100 acr•rs more or lee

TRACT II Beginning at
Book 107. Page 20. said
Calloway County Court;
for a distance of 105 feel
property hue of the abos
if beginning

lksorge Thomas Kaiser
described Tracts 1 and 1
Brandon and wife. Mari
Calloway County Court

The aforementioned pro
due and payable in full
and paid. but the prope

This 4th day f Februar
Respectfully submitted.
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
'..11nway Circuit ('ourt
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STEVE BRANDON,
TAMMY BRANDON,

PLAINTIFF'

NOTICE OF SALE
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Range 4 East. beginApart of the Northeast Quarter of Section 16, lbwnship 1,
Quarter: thence West
ning at a point 95 rods Weal of the Southeast corner of said
to, James Brandon's
with Quarter Section line about 18.44 poles to a stake corner
the property line ofSid
thence North with his line abaut.65 poles tau stake in
at the public road;
Noble. thence East with his line about 18.64 poles to a stake
7.5 acres more
thence South about 65 poles to the point of beginning, containing
and 16.64 poles
South
and
or less Further described by being 32 '' poles North
East and West
C and
EXCEPT that portion conveyed to Jerry Pat and Wanda Osborn from J
in the
Margie Brandon dated March IS. 1994 and of record in Book 122. Page 123
A
Calloway County Court Clerk's office and being further described as follows
part of the Northeast Quarter of Section 16. Township I. Range 4 East. beginning
with
West
thence
Quarter.
said
at a point 95 rods West of the Southeast corner of
North
Quarter section line 308 feet to a stake, corner to Jam.. Brandon. thence
road.
with his line 105 (eel to a stake, thence East 308 feet to a stake at public
Containing
thence South 105 feet with public road to the begriming corner
74,100 acres more or less
in Deed
TRACT IL Beginning at the Northeast corner of the property described
of the
Book 107. Page 20. said deed being recorded in the office of the Clerk
property
if
said
boundary
North
the
along
Calloway County t'ourt, thence West
feet to the East
for a distance of 105 feet, thence South 434 feet, thence East 105
434 feet to the point
property line of the above described property. thence North
4.1 beginning
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title to the above.
thsirge Thomas Kaiser and wife. Gayle Manan Kaiser obterned
JC
described Tracts land II by virtue of a deed dated July 29, 1992 from
Page 8, in the
182.
Book
Brandon and wife. Margie Brandon of record in Deed
Calloway County Court Clerk's office.
or catch equivalent
The aforementioned property shall be sold on terms of cash
shall be ascertained
due and payable in full upon purchase All delinquent taxes
valorem taxes
ad
2011
the
to
subject
sold
be
shall
and paid, hot the property
This 4th day of February. 2011
Respectfully submitted.
MAX W PARKER
Master i'ommnaminer
l'alloway Circuit Court

l
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Charles C. Perkins
Jan. 29, 1923- Feb. 23, 1994
great man and inspiration who is
loved and missed so much Our
faith is such that we believe that all
of us shall meet again
A

Your loving wife. Pat
Children Michael. Miranda,
Pamela, and their families

JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times

Call 753-1916
Help Wanted

S

mouce
GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916
Faye's Custom
Embroidery 8
Screen Printing
1604 Hwy 111
• Bypads -Murray
(7)753.7743
tsturtsOrnurray Ity

DIE Murray Ledger 8
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of Is employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities

The Place to Start
Murray li.edger 8 Times
(270)753-1916

PLAINTIFF,

GREEN TREE SERVICING. LLC,
PK/A CONSECO FINANCE SERVICING CORP
VS

DEFENDANT

sidewalk on the south
Beginning at a 7"diameter rebar found at the back of the
of the eenterime of
side of Olive Street located approximately 637 59' west
Pool property I Deed
North 10th Street, being the northeast corner of the Allen
1 described herein.
Book 195. Page 1911. and the northwest corner of Lot No

PLAINTIFF.

NOTICE OF SALE
DEFENDANTS

ESTATE OF CHARLES H LEE. ET AL.

Sale entered hy the
By virtue of a Default Judgment In Rem arid Order of
cause, to satisfy the
Calloway Circuit Court in January 10. 2011, in the above
if 673,643 59. plus interamount
Judgment of the Plarntrff in the approximate
door in the City of
est. etc . I shall proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse
at public auction on
Murray. Calloway County. Kentucky. to the highest bidder.
tame. or thereabout, the
Friday. March 4,2011. at the hour of 1000 a m local
Kentucky. with As
following described property located in Calloway County.
more particularly
address being 31 Lena Drive. Murray, KY 42071, and being
described as follows'
as shown by plat
Subdivision
Tract I Lot 1004 in Unit III of Anderson Shores
of the Clerk of the
recorded In Plat Book Number 6 at Page 48, in the Offige
conveyed and transferred subCalloway County CII1141, the above described lot is
reservations and all
ject to all protective covenants, restrictions, easements,
as shown in Book 154. Page
land
other covenants running with the title of said
Court
2201, in the office of the Clerk 4A the Calloway County
H Lee, and wife.
Being in all respects the same property conveyed to Charles
on June 27. 1990 in Book
carol A Lee. by deed dated October 17. 1989, recorded
County COUrt
176 Page 828, in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway

Street north 87
THENCE. 20'from and parallel to the centerline of Olive
03175 set, the north.
degiees 4504" east 5341'to a r diameter rebar w.1 cap
driveway.
gravel
shared
a
of
west corner of Lot No. 2 in the center
4320" east 199 44'
THENCE, with the west line of Lot No 2 south 01 degrees
Tate. Jr property Deed
to a I" iron pipe found in the north line of the James E
Book 187, Page 4281.
west 5341'to a
THENCE, with Tate's north line south 107 degree:: 57' 37"
Pool property.
diameter rebar found, the southeast corner of said Allen
west 19925'to the point
THENCE, with Pool's east line north 01 degrees 43' 21of beginning
to the right of owner of
This tract contains 0 2444 acres but is subject however
where a common
Lot No 2 to use the existing gravel driveway to the point
ALSO The right
driveway splits, and any easement which may be of record
dnvewas onto Lot
gravel
existing
the
of
use
of owner of Lot No 1 shall have the
No 2 to the point where a co:nmon driveway splits
underlying the land
Except any interest in the coal, oil, gas, and other minerals
conveyances, and all
which has been heretofore conveyed or reserved in prior
and other minrights and easements in favor of the estate of said coal, oil, gas
erals, if any
husThis being the same property conveyed to Lee Martin and Tern Martin.
593, at Page 207.
band and wife, by deed dated April 29. 2005, of record in Book
in the Office of the Calloway County Clerk
of thirty 1301
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis
to
days. but if sold on a credit of 30 days. the purchaser shall be required
and to
amount,
deposit with the Commissioner ten percent t10'; of the bid
the purof
remainder
the
of
payment
make bond with sufficient surety to secure
date of sale
chase price, said bond, bearing interest at 12'5 per annum from the
shall be retained on
until paid, and fully due and payable in thirty days A hen
be ascertained
the property as additional security All delinquent taxes shall
valorem taxes
ad
2011
the
to
and paid. but the property shall be sold subject

Shores
Tract Ii Lona, No 1005 and No 1000 in Unit III of Anderson
6 at Page 46. in the
Subdivision as shown by plat recorded in Plat Book Number
described lot is conOffice of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court, the above
restrictions, easeveyed and transferred subject to all protective covenants,
title of said land
the
with
ments. reservations and all other covenant, running
of the Calloway
as shown an Book 154, Page 2201, in the office of the Clerk
County Court
H Lee, and wife.
Being in all respects the same property conveyed to Charles
June 27, 1990, in Book
Carol A Lee, by deed dated March 10. 1990, recorded on
County Court
176. Page 829, or the office of the Clerk of the f'alloway
64, SERIAL NO
ALSO A 2001 FLEETWOOD MOB9LE HOME. 2$ X
and to be sold with the
KYFL145AB02442-LP12 attached to the subjecx property
land.
or credit basis of thirt)
The aforementioned property shall he sold on a cash
shall be required to de;
days. but if sild on a credit of 30 days. the purchaser
amount, and to make bona
with the Commissioner ten percent BS: of the bid
of the purchase pnce.
with sufficient surety to secure payment of the remainder
the date of sale until paid.
said bond. bearing interest at 12': per annum from
shall be retained on the properand full) due and payable in thirty days A hen
be ascertained and p.cd "Ii'
it as additional security All delinquent taxes shall
taxes
valorem
the property shall be sold subject to the '2011 ad
This 4th day of February. 2011
Respectfully submitted.
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

Join our team....
Schwarz Supply Source has
immediate openings for:

BRIGHTER Horizons
Child Development
Center located at 629
N. 4th street is hiring a
full-time 2 year o d
teacher immediately.
Early childhood expenence and some college education preferred but not required.
Minimal requirements:
Babysitting expenence
and three job references. Contact
Director Fobyn Darnall
at 759-1926 to inquire,
EXPERiENCED
Superintendent, foreman, operators, and
laborers for fiber optic
placement Project in
Western KY Mayfield.
wage
Prevailing
applies Call Mastec
Utility Services. 843389-2174 Mon-Thurs
8.00-500.
EOPAAIMF-13N/DF-Wir

position for a career
minded individual in a
medical setting Mail
resume 1051-B N
ADIO
Atte
16th
Murray. KY 42971

PT
This 4th day of February. 2011
Respectfully submitted.
MAX 'W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit COUrl

Night Shift Supervisor
Warehouse Receiving Clerk's
Forklift Operatator's
Must apply in person Mon-Fri
9:00 am - 3:00 p.m.

and Found

VISA

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No 10-C1-00535

by the Calloway
By virtue of a Default Judgment and Order of Sale entered
to satisfy the Judgment
Circuit Court on December 14. 20i0. in the above cause,
interest, attorplus
93,
of the Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $63,497
the Courthouse door in
ney fees and coats. I shall proceed to oilier for sale at
highest bidder, at public
tlie City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky, to the
m.. local time. or thereauction on Friday. March 4. 2011, at the hour of 10-00 a
County, Kentucky.
Calloway
about, the following described property located in
and being more parwith its address being 1109 Olive Street Murray. KY 42071,
ticularly described as follows
Street in the City of
Legal description of a tract of land situated at 1109 Olive
Lot No 1 of a Minor
Murray, County of Calloway, State of Kentucky. being
in Plat Book 37
Subdivision Plat of the James E Tate, Jr. property of record
in Plat Book 17. Page 16
Page 11, Slide 3527, Ic replat of a Minor Plat of record
Slide 15241, and being further described as follows

Circuit Court on
By virtue of a Default Judgment entered by the Calloway
er for Sale entered
December 27, 2010. an Order Referring to Master Commiasion
2011, and an Amended
January 10, 2011, an Amended Order entered July 10,
in the above cause, to satisOrder & Judgment of Sale entered January 20. 2011.
of 65.356.03. inclufy the Judgmen°. of the Plaintiff in the approximate amount
to offer for sale at the
sive of attorney fees, plu-s interest, etc.. I shall proceed
to the highCourthouse door in the City of Murray. Calloway County, Kentucky,
hour of 10:00 a.m
est bidder, at public auction on Friday, March 4,2011. at the
Calloway
in
located
property
local time or thereabout, the following described
and being
County, Kentucky, situated on Heron Road, in Murray, Kentucky.
more particularly described as ftliows•
of 7.5 acres
TRACT T Being the north half of the following described tract

Flt 10 SJI.

$Irel kw ---------.Fr110 All.

,A2s• hLst u.xy - 20 wawa-, en less - Over 20 vetcrats $11% 63:11
,

NOTICE OF SALE

LEE MARTIN. TERRY MARTIN

GEORGE THOMAS KAISER. believed to be deceased,
GAYLE MARIAN KAISER. believed to be deceased.
LORI MARKS and husband, CURT MARKS,
MICHELLE MAC PEARSON, Unknown Spouse of
Michelle Mac Pearson, if any. DANIELLE HERRICK,
Unknown Spouse of Danielle Herrick. if any.
MITCHELL HERRICK Unknown Spouse of Mitchell
Herrick if any. TYLLER HERRICK, Unknown Spouse
if Tyller Herrick. if any, UNKNOWN HEIRS OF GEORGE
THOMAS KAISER. UNKNOWN HEIRS OF GAYLE
if any,
MARIAN KAISER, UNKNOWN HEIRS OF LORI MARKS,.
UNKNOWN HEIRS OF MICHELLE MAC PEAR.SON, if any,
UNKNOWN HEIRS OF DANIELLE HERRICK if any,
UNKNOWN HEIRS OF MITCHELL HERRICK, if any.
UNKNOWN HEIRS OF TYLLER HEFtRICK. if any,
DEFENDANTS
COUNTY OF CALLOViAY,

4

LiINTE .A.E.e.

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No 10-CI-00510
BENEFICIAL KENTUCKY. INC.

3
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Legal
Notice

CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 10-CI-00448

VS

L-4.•=3-1L ..1.*. ..bt....-77.

010

010
Leff*
Notice

oMmoNWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE

1
2

DEADLINES

CLA SS IF TED AD RATES ,

7534916 ask for Ashley Monis or Natasha Hutson27
To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at
Hours:Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 pin. • Fax: 753-19
or stop by ow' office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office

1141,1
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ADIUSINENTS

11140.•0

CURRENTLY seeking
experienced
an
Advisor.
Serv!ce
Requiring experience
in the automotive field
for scheduling, data
entry and
manageinventory
career
ment. Great
opportunity outstanding co-workers and
hard working environApplicants
ment
should be self-motivated. ambitious, goal oriented, result dnven and
eager to provide great
service,
customer
Send resumes to 701
Main St, Murray. KY
42071

DISCLAIMER
When acsessing the
help wanted se,tion
on knit I:Lissa led,
v.ifbpage at
murra ledge' com.
)ou will he redirected
johnetwork OM
By detauli,
Murrac and lot al sib
listings so hI appear on
thi. website
However, as a national
wehsiie. not .111 listings
011 the johnerviork oarii

placed through
the Murtat Lodger
& Time. Please call
.11e

us it you have anc
questions regarding
the Murray area
sib listings Thank yarn

RN Full-tome 6am-2pm
LPN full-time 2p 10p
Apply in person at
Acres
Green
HealthCare, 402 W
Farthing. Mayfield KY,

Lake Way Nursing & Renabilitation Center is
currently taking applications for a MDS Nurse
The applicant must have the following
qualifications RN - licensed in the stale of
Kentucky and have at least 2 years experience
Apply in
with MDS. LTC experience a plus
person at Lake Way Nursing & Rehabilitation
Center 2607 Main Street Hwy 641 South
Benton, KY 42025 No phone calls please
EOEAAE
6 Temporary Farm Workers needed, Employer
Tobacco,
Normand Feezor. Graves Co. KY
Straw/Hay. Greenhouse/Nursery, & Alternative
Work. Employment Dates: 04/10,11 12/31/11. Wage of $9 71,hr. Worker guaranteed
3/4 of contract hours Tools provided at no cost
Free housing provided to non commuting Norkers Transportation & subsistence reimbursed
when 50°, of contract is met Apply for this lob
at the nearest KY Office of Employment &
Training Division of Workforce & Employment
Services Office referencing the job order
41(Y0421211
WIA-Youth Coordinator
'Die Purchase Area Development District is seeking
an individual to coordinate the Workforce
The Youth
Investment Act youth contracts
Coordinator is responaible for the preparation :if
budget amendments, subcontractor monitoring. and
technical assistance to subcontractors, as well 4.S, the
preparation of monthly invoices, bid packages and
In
regional Request for Proposal process
addition, the Ytiuth Coordinator will document
The
activities
aubegintractor case management
ideal candidate will have a Bachelors Degree in business:. public administration, or social .:ervirvs field
Candidate should be familiar with
procedures and grant management ,
demonstrate attention to detail, itiitioa:
edge. and good ,,rah and written communii
skills The PADD .iffers an attractive con,
program Send cover letter and resume
Attn Human Services Director. PO his -ss
Mayfield. KY 42066 The PADD IA an EOPAAADA
employer

SCHWARZ SUPPLY SOURCE
250 Melvin Henley Drive
Murray, KY 270-767-1881

Pond
Willow
Restaurant now hiring
Apply weekends in person Hwy 68 E near
Ken Lake
Taking applications at
KARENS WILDCAT
Apply in person

060
Help Wanted
FT/PT Route drive
needed for company in
Dover. Must be trustworthy. able to lift
10f:fibs . and a clear
driving record. Flexable
schedule

a subscription to the

1

IRMA

blazingmckels egmaul Con'
FULL-TIME custodian
Murray
large
for
Church. Duties include
genera! cleaning and
maintenance. Heavy
lifting and background
check are required
Send resume with references to: Custodian.
1040-K.
P.O. Box
Murray. KY 42071.

LEDGER &TIMES
Local Mail
Dome Delivery
$30.00
3 mo.
$35.00
3 mu.
$55.00
6 mu.
$63.00
6!no.
$105.00
I yr.
1 yr. .............$110.00
Rest of kYriffN

PADUCAH Real Estate
Classes
Licensing
3/03-3,26 Call or text
270-223-0789
delooseadams

$70.50
$90.00
$12001

3 mo.
6 int
I .r
Chisck

yahoo

All Other Mail
Subscriptions
$75.00
3 me.
$96.00
6 mo.
$145.00
1

Money Order

Visa

Name
St Addres,-

PECO
Accepting
msumes
All sales careers
& other positions
Send to
• PO Box 363
Murray, KY
42071

City
Zip

State_
Daytime Ph.

Mail this coupon with payment to
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
1

Murray. KY 42071

Or call (2701 753-1916 .
I.

a

CLASSIFIEDS

411 • Wednesday. February 23. 2011

Murray Ledger & Times
Murray Ledger & "Ii1T14

is,

St,Paddy's'
Plats

Garland Rentals. Inc has now acquired
G & W Storage located at Junction of
Hwy 94 & Hwy 280

mini storage needs, please call

20 word line ad
one week

270-753-2905 our office

•

ze Vnta
24/7 Surveillance
Climate Control
Electricity

Help Wanted

WILL provide child
infant care in my home
day or night. Southwest
district
school
References available.
-Call 293-1066.

1)as,c ireen

812 Whitnell Ave.

1

kno. m g), "Ayr any
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753-3853

1 6
2 4
7 3
9 8
4 5
3 1
1 8 2
3 6 9
4 5. 7

8
9
5
2
7
6

2 9 5 4 7
3 1 7 6 5
4 8 6 2 1
1 7 4 3 6
6 3 8 9 2
9 5 2 8 -4
5 4 9 7 3
7 2 1 5 8
8 6 3 1 9

213R and tot.
512.900
Available in Feb
14 places sold so
tar Dont miss out,

Behind Murray Business Center

753-2905

(270) 753-8012

BUSINESS location 4
miles south of Murray
on HWY 641 1800 or
more with optional
1100 3BR Apart
Contact Mike Conley
with Olive Branch
Auction Realty
270 293 3232

320
Apartments For Rent
VICTORIAN one bed
room 5 miles from
Murray in Lynn Grove
area. Newly
remodeled. Large deck
with great view. WO,
Move.
refrigerator.
Very quiet. All utilities
paid including electric.
$600/mo plus deposit.
270-492-8211

Nel Earls

Apsitnar4s For Rent

L

4 PuIsm
L `"
MDM COMPUTERS
Service'Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556

Want to Buy
ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633
GOOD used air conditioner, stove, refrigerator. electric & gas
heater. storm windows.
753-4109
WANTED junk car &
truck batteries Top
prices paid
(270)759-3694

150
Articles
For Sale
CHRISTOPHER'S
COINS
has great bargains at
Trends-N -Treasures
Kids Welcome, Buy
and appraise coins
270-753-4161

1628 Olive 2BR IBA
Practically on campus
include
Appliances
W/D refrig, and stove
436-5085

let Full Aeo Rent Free
Calloway Garden
Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Dri%ct
I BR & 26R Apt.
270-753-8556
TDD 1400-545-1833
.
Ext. 283 6
Ftwa. orapolumta

Grass fed Beef All nat- Duplex
28R/1.58A
ural. NO poisons Good garage Lynn grove
for you and delicious $675.00/mo 227-1743
too For brochure/spe- or 293-7404
cials call 270-978-1940
Rentals
GARLAND
or 573-225-3534
presently has two bedYOURS MINE AND room apartments avail
Call for your
OURS Special $1. $2, able
today.
$3 and $5 sale racks appointment
winter 270-753-2905
on
on
clothing located
HAZEL Apartments
court square 753 4087
Now taking applications for 1 & 2BR units
Rent based on income
Appliances
impairment
Mobility
Phone
accessible
&
Mon
492-8721
LARGE
Thurs
SELECTION
10-12pm TDD No
USED APrLIANCES 1-800-648-6056. Equal
WARD-ELKINS
Housing Opportunity.

605 [South 12th St

L2800. 5'
Kubota
woods bush hoe. 6
disc. 2009 Scag zero
turn mower
270-227-9043

R[i

FOR Sale. Nice duplex
n Norlhwood. $90,000.
270-293-1446

1BR Efficiency near
downtown.
$250.00/mo. No utili- 1BR, Lease & Deposit
ties included. No pets. No Pets, 270-753no smoking Security 0728. 270-994-3308
deposit required.
IBA, 2-car
2BR.
270-293-2843
garage, large yard, partially fenced. S550 plus
IBR, price reduced,
security 978-7441
locations
various
Coleman RE
2BR. IBA. 5min North
753-9898
of Murray. no pets
759-4826.
2BR 1BA Townhouse
2BF1, close to MSU.
$475W/I3
with
Coleman RE
$500/month. Please
753-9898
call 270-753-7559
3 & 46R Houses
2BR close to MSU
C/H/A,
Available
Coleman RE
Locations
Various
753-9898
Coleman RE
2311. 2 full bath duplex. 270-753-9898
all appliances & wash3 Locations available
er & dryer. cable &
2BR.1BA. (2) 31311.
furnished
water
I BA
%Oa/month, no pets
Contact Mike Conley
753-2225.
with
4BR, C/H/A, all appli- 01Na Branch Auction
ances Coleman RE
Realty
753-9898
270.293.3232"

(270)753-1713

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
RiverfieId Estates.
KG Real Prope
Professionals
293-7872
NEW Listing
38R, 2BA
Energy Effiaent
270-210-3781
270-559-2032

Houses For Rent

1 OR 2br apts near
Murray.
downtown
Lease and deposit
required 753-4109

Bargains
Furniture
Two matching wingback chairs. Two recliners. Two couches and
a beautiful 5.5x8 area
rug. 270-759-1025

FIREWOOD 42701210E267 Pick up or
delivery

CKC Bloodhound pup
and
Males
pies
females $350 00/ea
978-6404
DOG Obedience
(270)436-2858
puppies.
SHIH-TZU
AKC. shots & wormed
Females-$350. Males$300. 731-352-0037

3BR 36A Brick home
Springs
Saratoga
$287 000
270-7532135
BRAND new 3BR 2BA
2 Car garage. Custom
in
home
Brick
Bnarcrest Subdivision
Floors,
Hardwood
Formal dining. custom
cabinets, open floor
plan with lots of natural
light. Approx. 1800 SF
Living. Call for your
private showing
270-753-2905.

LARGE 2811, 2BA,
C/H/A. 1 5 blocks hom
plus
$425
MSU
References
deposit
492-8069.
required
970-8412
NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
wedncsday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD et 800-648-6056

3BR, 1 SBA. garage &
workshop, stove, dishpets
no
washer,
Murray 270-753-0259

A&F Warehousmg
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

Al! line ads

Used Des

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES
We Finance

placed in our

noliandmotorsaieS com
270,153-4461

paper are posted on our website for free!

1999 GMC Z71 Ex
135,000
cab 4X4
4354249

1

7
6
4
2

***

530
Services Offered

530

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH '
CALL 753-1416,

latigIttin

sel
irinne
You can count the
on

most experienced
in West Ky,
403 Tom Taylor Trail

753-7728
A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)
ADAMS Home
Improvsment
Additions, Remodeling.
Roofing. Vinyl Siding,
Floors,
Laminate
Repairs, workers comp
Insured.
227-2617
ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Systems.
Dozer, back hoe, and
work,
hoe
track
Installation and repair
on septic systems
Now offering septic
tank pumping. Major
credit cards accepted.
978-0404
ML Garage Doors_
repair,
Installation,
maintenance on doors
and operators.
270-293-2357

0 BRYAN TREE
8i.DEBRIS
Loca.11-Owned
and operated -Tree;Estimates
•Ltc & Ins
27o-703-1,021 "
270-703-4005
Johhny 0 Bryan

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
tom Dr-ywaIrti.
BathrournS & •
;
+Utahans
U'iiksln Furs
We Do II
Nu-Job -Fr) Srn,in
27047340ts
.it Visitour wakes
itentuesytak.e
rentedelirtucol'n

II

\

11,1

V‘pr .10,

I

\I.1\11 \ I

• Acekly & special pickups
• locally owned/operated

David's Home
Improvement

759-1151 • 293-27143
293-2784

LLC

Handyman Work

LEARN TO FLY
in Murray
Professional Flight
Instruction
*Flight Review
*Discovery Flight

(270)873-2098
(270)925-5387

Water Damaged Floors
Braces & Floor Joists
Remodeling & Plumbing

'
I,
Carpentry-,,L,
EteOttiol
'
wiakIlirnsi Yards 1,
MnIding Mu.c6 I.'
•,[
tgo :km

WI' Dr: Insurance

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

Jacob
270-978-0278

Simmer)s Handyman
& Carpentry Service
Over 25 years Cali
Don Murray area
519-8570

FRAME S TREE
SEWAGE'8,
DEBRIS REMOVAL

Today In Hist

-I CRETE LtC

Ron Frame
(270) 227-3140
42703 474-0323
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
removal
Trimming,
stump grinding. firewood. Insured
489-2839

LAM
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Maniitiring,
Landscaping &
Leaf Vacuuming
Satisfaction guarantee
753-1816 227-061
CHASE Futrell LawnCare 8yrs asp
293-8814

ill
,
127(0 29$-'
Tree
VEARRY'S
Free estiService
mates Phone
436-2562, 227-0267

for
BIRTHDAY
HAPPY
Thursday. Feb. 24, 2011:
This year, you need to harness
your talents in order to deliver in
a more substantial way at work
or within your community. You
can only gain through this ability_
You learn to deal with those in
charge in a more direct manner.
If you are single, you have a lot
to offer, but you might not want
to settle down yet If you are
attached, as a couple you
become more visible and instrumental in the community. You'll
become closer as a result,
SAGITTARIUS knows how to
push your buttons.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic, 4Positive, 3-Average. 2-So-so, I Difficult

Lty the Associated
today is Wednesday,
the 54th day of 2011 1
311 days left in the yel
Today's Highlight in
On Feb. 21, 1861. I
elect Abraham Lincoln
secretly in Washington
office, following word
sibie assassination plot
more.
On this date.
In 1816, the siege oft
began in San Antonio.
In 1848. the sixth pr

‘
-
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by Jacqueline Blgar

Horoscope

ARIES (March 21-April 19)
***** Reach out for new
ideas No one can be an expert
in all matters. Finding an expert
in various areas when you need
one demonstrates your intelligence Others could be touchy
and challenging. You II make
peace anyway. Tonight: Be
impulsive
KEY MINI
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
A key professional
WAREHOUSES
partner points to a new direction.
121S
Rt.
St
1850
Don't worry. this person picks up
wherever there is a lack or
Murray. KY 42071
where you might let a detail
270-753-5562
drop Listen to your instincts.
and you'll be on top of your
J&I, RENTALS
game. Tonight, Indulge a loved
MINI-STORAGE
one.
720 S. 4tH Si'.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
4 rimer it 12 I 5, & liirndalr.
***** Others carry out your
S40
10X10525 10x 15
ideas, but they also add their
42704 436-2524
own flair If you want something
12701293-6906
done 100 percent as you want it,
you'd better count on doing it
PREMIER
yourself A meeting opens up
MIN1STORAGE
options and helps bong more
*Inside climate control
peace to your daily life Tonight
storage
•Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753 9600
G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119E Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell (270) 293-4183
9 a.m - 4 p m. M-F

3
8
9
5

••

Services Offered

lox 10 and lox 20
Lights and Electricity
24/7 Surveillance
1900 N. 12th St.
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Horns, For Sale

WSW Homes For Saie

Looking Back

2 4131

Business Center. Visit our other

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE

iy.DGER& TIMES

Wm& & Childcare

Conceptis SudfaKu

located at

or 641 North Murray Store & Loci(

753-1916

SEEKING automotive
consultant
sales
Looking for people that
are customer focused,
motivated to improve
and have strong people
skills. Great opportunity for experienced and
inexperienced individuals to start a lucrative
career with a highly
successful automotive
dealer
No previous auto sales
experience is needed.
but previous retail
sales of any type will
be considered a posiPlease send
tive
resumes to 701 Main
Street. Murray. KY
Equal
42071.
Opportunity Employer
Applicants must be 18
years old or older and
have a valid US driver's license.

IS

locations at 1900 N 12th MBC Storage

Call Ashley or Natasha
to place an ad

61%

of the Gonuipos Sudoku increases trorn Monday io Sunday

1900 N 12th St. Suite A in the Murray

ONLY 41 9.00

(270)

SUDOKU

For your boat and

with you and a key person Do
you think it is time to mend your
bridges? Al) you need to do is
make an effort. Tonight. Where
the action is.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** You seem to catch the
fallout when others walk away
from a project. Complete it, and
add the finishing touches. In the
long run, don't even think your
work isn't noticed. You will gain
from your efforts_ Your innate
gifts will pay off. Tonight: Burning
the midnight oil

could start a conflict with someWhere the action is.
one who generally is enthusiasCANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** Throw yourself into a proj- tic. Look at it this way -- at least
you got this person moving. Al
ect, and you will accomplish a
the end of the day, your ability to
lot, and quite quickly at that. A
achieve is all that counts
boss, parent or someone you
Tonight: Add a little romance.
answer to challenges you. Show
19)
what you are capable of. This CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
*** Let others demonstrate
action could have iong-term
what they mean. You don't
implications. Tonight: A late dinalways have to perform to the
ner,
max. Let a family member take
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Let your spontaneity the lead and do what he or she
wants. Only the long-run results
come out. No matter what
is capaamount of flak is in between the can reveal if this person
ble of what he or she thinks.
action and the end result, you'll
Tonight Take some personal BORN TODAY
land well. Your actions will deterActor Steven Hill (1922), Sen
mine the end result. Someone at time.
Joseph Lieberman (1942)
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
a distance adds to the quality of
•••
could
your day Tonight: Consider your ***** A meeting
Jacqueline Bigar is on the
reunite friends, even if it is a
weekend plans.
business meeting Realize what Internet at www.lacquelinebiVIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
garcom,
**** Pressure builds about a is happening behind the scenes
domestic or personal matter (at
least in your head). A partner's
unexpected actions could force
you to rethink an association. A
boss makes demands Do what
is necessary. and the long-term
results will be worthwhile.
Tonight Head home.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** Your words flow and
hopefully are well received You
have a way of saying even difficult matters in a way that people
Will accept. Several people come
forward. When they offer their
help, they mean what they say
Tonight: Hanging out with a coworker.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Noy. 21)
*** Be aware of your finances.
but also understand that you
have a lot more to offer than just
Blue: male, four-month. ,,I,1
Jasmine: !male, one-year.
that. You have innate gifts and
Rat 'Terrier
Shepherd/Beagle Mix
sittalents that add to nearly any
10 AM-1 PM ,
SAT.
•
PM
AM-4
10
MON.-FRI,
HOURS:
SHELTER
uation Don't hesitate to speak
• •
101 tlIiite Inirt1111.111i I I Mt ell I
your mind and ask for what you
need Tonight. Be open to anothMurray-Calloway County Animal Shelter
er treating.
at (270)7594141
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** Your high energy easily

ALIORrA PET;

E3 L_

ov•41, VJE CtoTI-1 VW'112
VOR DiNxIER , BUT WE WEI
8RRLIcao PU44 To Wm
Ir A'
9EN
1\

134 L_
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CAR WONT STARTIT LOOKS LIKE W4
CAN RAVE SOMEONE
OUT TO YOU tf4
ABOUT TWO /'
HOURS. ,

SEND US YOUR PHOTOS!

[Commerical Prop For Rent

RETAIL Store in Hazel
SF
5000
$1000 00/month
270-492-8211

When you submit photographs for "Scene in the Community-,
please include the event, date. place. organization or group. as well as the name
he published.
of everyone In the photograph. There is no guarantee a submission will
accepted.
be
will
No photo over 2 months old
Digital photos: they may he submitted in a JPEG format to composingOlnurrayiedger.com
Print photos: May be dropped off at the Ledger office at 1001 Whitnell Ase
or mailed to P.O Box 1040. Murray. KY 42071.
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Welds§ Back
Ten years ago
Forty years ago
Richard Allyn . Boy Scout
Brandon On won the Coaches 3 Points Vs. Cancer drawing Executive of the Four Rivers
for a basket worth over $700 Council. spoke at the meeting
recently held at the half-time of of the Murray Lions Club.
Murray High School beat Maythe Murray State-Tennessee State
field High School 86-80 in a
basketball game Tuesday_
In basketball games. Tennessee basketball game.
births
reported
Recently
tech heat Murray State 94-71.
and Calloway County Lady Lak- include a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Donald Lawrence.
er% best Trigg County 80-55.
James C. Williams. publisher
The Murray City Council
voted Thursday night to deny a of the Ledger & Times, spoke
request by Glendale Place retire- at the meeting of the Hazel
ment community for a refund of Woman's Club held at the new
the $14.036 it paid in ad val- Hazel City Hall building.
Fifty years ago
orem taxes for the 1999 fiscal
The Kirksey, Lynn Grove and
year.
New Concord Adult Farmer AgriTwenty years ago
The Murray Post Office has cultural Classes and the Calseen an increase in outgoing mail loway Young Farmer Class will
with the deployment of U.S. meet together on Feb. 27 at the
troops in the Middle East. Ron Calloway County. High School.
Hubbard, Murray Post Master. Hamp Brooks i. the adult instrucsaid, "Mail to the troops is our tor.
births
reported
Recently
top priority, because it is so
important for the morale of our include a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Walker.
troops.Showing at the Murray Drive
Colette Jones was named Miss
Inn Theatre is -One Foot in
Black History Week on Friday.
Louis Douthitt, Certified Pub- Hell- starring Alan Ladd and
lic Accountant, will donate his Don Murray.
Linda June Outland of Elkhart.
services to assist senior citizens
and disabled person with help Ind.. spent the weekend with her
parents. Mr and Mrs. Brent Outin preparing their income tax
land
forms.
A chartered bus left todLy
Thirty years ago
births carrying farmers, watershed direcreported
Recently
include a boy to Mr. and Mrs. tors and conservation workers
Douglas Craig Evans. a boy to from four counties including CalMr. and Mrs. Ronnie Dale Green, loway to Russellville to tour Mud
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Gary Riser Watershed.
Sixty years ago
Josephs.
The Modern Dance Class preDr. William E. Collie, a Murray native, was guest author of sented the program at the meeta section of the February issue ing of the Music Department of
of Social Education, official jour- the Murray Woman's Club held
nal of the National Council for at the club house.
births
reported
Recently
the Social Studies and also wrote
include a girl to Mr and Mrs.
the introduction to the section.
Published is a picture of Lisa Joe Johnston; and a girl to Mr.
Bellamy. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs. James E. McClain.
In high school basketball
('harks Bellamy. as she fences
with a fellow team member of games. Murray Training beat
the Murray State Fencing Club. Mayfield; Fulton beat Murray
High: and Calvert City beat Hazel.

COMICS / FEATURES
Past same-sex relationship is
tricky topic of conversation
DEAR ABBY: I am a woman
who, after nearly 25 years, is
back on Mc dating scene. Those
years were spent in a same-sex
relationship. I Just happened to
fall in love with a woman I have
custody of our child from the union.
I do not
put a label on
my sexual oriI
entation.
would like to
meet a nice
man and pursue a new
relationship
How do I let
interested parknow
ties
my
about
past? Being
By Abigail
back in the
Van Buren
dating world
is difficult enough without having to explain an unusual history. -- BACK IN THE GAME IN
ARIZONA
DEAR BACK IN THE
GAME: the subject of where
you have been for the last 25
years is hound to come up early
in a relationship or even before
there's a relationship. My advice
is to just he honest. And may I
be frank'' Some men will find
the idea that you were with another woman titillating, while others
may even find it a challenge. So
don't jump into anything too quickly.
•
DEAR ABBY: I'm a certified
massage therapist who attended a
reputable massage therapy school.
I worked hard for my certification because my goal is to relieve
people of chronic pain issues
When I'm asked what I do Ian
a living, men start making 'tikes
that imply I'm the type of masseuse
who massages naked men for their
sexual pleasure. I find this more
than a little insulting They think
they're being funny. but I don't'
How can I discourage these
innuendos? Should I ignore them
and hope they get the point from
' -the expression on my face.

Dear Abby

OFFENDED THERAPIST IN
MICHIGAN
DEAR OFFENDED: When
someone makes an offensive comment. I see nothing wrong in letting that person know he has
"rubbed' you the wrong way Tell
him you studied hard to be in a
healing profession -- that the innuendo is insulting and not funny,
and you're not "that kind" of girl
Period
00004

DEAR ABBY: My hubby is
a smoker He was one when we
married. He promised he'd quit
before our wedding. it didn't happen, When I became pregnant, he
promised again he would stop.
Didn't happen.
Our son is now 2 years old
and 'Tom" still sneaks out to
smoke, and I am sure he does at
work, too. His mother passed a
year ago from cancer -- she was
a longtime smoker, and his father
has now been diagnosed with cancer. (He's a longtime smoker, too.)
I am terrified for Tom and our
family, What can I do other than
threaten, cry, etc, to get him to
stop" -- KELLY IN TEXAS
DEAR KELLY: You're right
to be worried and you have my
sympathy. Smoking cessation programs are available through the
American Cancer Society. but work
only if the smoker is willing to
avail himself. Nothing you can
do will "make" your husband give
up tobacco. He has been nicotine-saturated from birth. Smoking is the most preventable cause
of death in the U.S. If the fact
that both his parents were diagm,sed with cancer -- probably
from smoking -- hasn't convinced
him to stop. frankly, nothing will.
You can protect your son by
insisting that Tom not smoke in
the boy's presence -- and when
he's old enough, that he understands that his father has an addiction and CANNOT stop, as a
warning not to start. Then pray
the "family tradition" isn't passed
down yet again.

7

the United States. John Quincy
By the Associated Press
Today IS Wednesday, Feb. 23. Adams, died in Washington. D.C..
the 54th day of 2011 There are at age 80
In 1870. Mississippi was read311 days left in the year
mitted to the Union.
Today's Highlight in History.
In 1942, the first shelling of
On Feb. 21. 1861, Presidentelect Abraham Lincoln arrived the U.S. mainland during World
secretly in Washington to take War II occurred as a Japanese
office, following word of a pus- .submarine fined, on au oil. retie.
sable assassination plot in Balti- cry near Santa Barbara. Calif., causing little damage.
more
In 1954. the first mass inocuOn this date:
In 1816, the siege of the Alamo lation of children against polio
with the Salk vaccine began in
began in San Antonio, Texas.
In 1848, the sixth president of Pittsburgh.

In 1981, an atternpted coup
began in Spain as 200 members
of the Civil Guard invaded the
Parliament. taking lawmakers
hostage.
One year ago: The House Energy and Commerce Committee,
looking into cases of sudden, unintended acceleration of Toynnsauto...
mobiles, heard tearful testimony
from Rhonda Smith, of Sevierville,
Tenn.. who said her Lexus raced
out of control to speeds up to
I(X) miles an hour.
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The sad consequences
of surgery
DEAR DR. (;OTT: My 714year-old mother recently passed
away owing to gallbladder surgery The surgeon that took
it our-accidentally cut a
of
duct
Luschka, and
she had a bile
leak into her
She
body.
never recovered from the
second surgery to repair
the leak Can
By
you explain
Dr. Peter Gott what the duct
of Lusehka is and does everybody have one?
DEAR READER: Yes, everyone does_ The 'duct of Luschka"
was named after a German
anatomist. referring to an accessory duct that transports bile from
the working tissue of the liver
(as opposed to supporting or connective tissue) into the gallbladder. Unfortunately, with injury to
the duct, a devastating outcome
can occur about a week after
resection as bile drains into the
abdominal cavity My sympathies
are with you.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My 60year-old friend seems to suffer from
frequent herpes-simplex-virus outbreaks on her buttock. She uses
hydrogen peroxide and covers the
sore with a bandage. Is she supposed to cover the area? Is there
a medication she can apply to shorten the duration and repetition of
bouts? is there any food she should
avoid to prevent attacks' Please
illuminate me on this problem.
DEAR READER: Genital herpes is a sexually transmitted disease that includes sores, pain and
itching of the buttocks, inner thighs
and around the genital area. It
results from a type of herpes simplex virus that enters the body
through small breaks in the skin
or mucous membianes. The virus
is spread primarily through .unpro-

Dr. Gott

Word sexual x ontao Illness. stress,
latiguc. friction and more can
induce outbreaks.
Contrary to common belief, the
virus dies quickly outside the
body, so it is almost impossible
to acquire through direct contact
with toilet seats or "then oMects
used by an infected person
Genital herpes can increase the
risk of contracting land transmitting)other sexitally transmitted diseases. bladder retention. proctitis
in men and more
Your friend should make an
appointment with her gynecologist to have her blood tested for
HSV antibodies, a viral culture
and possibly a polymerase chain
reaction to determine the specific type of HSV she has While
there is no cure for genital herpes, she should receive treatment
with antiviral medications that will
reduce the frequency and severity of her outbreaks.
She should immediately advise
her partner without making any
accusations as to who infected
whom. They both shorild become
better educated and take appropriate precautions by learning different methods to minimize future
infection. They should learn different treatment options and avoid
intercourse during the most contagious periods, which occur when
either partner has an outbreak (r1
genital herpes. There should he
no embanassment Her gynecologist is appropriately trained and
should treat the issue in a professional manner.
To provide related information.
I am sending you a copy of my
Health Report "Medical Specialists." Other readers who would
like a copy should send a selladdressed stamped No. 10 envelope and a $2 check or money
order made payable to Newsletter and mailed to Newsletter. P.O.
Box 167, Wickliffe, OH 44092.0167. Be sure to mention the title
or print an order form off my
at
website
www AskDrGottMD.com.
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Peanut
Butter and
Fridge
I) e a r
Heloise: For
years. I have
my
put
PEANUT
BUTTER in
the refrigerator and have
been told by
family and friends that I do not
need to. I still did and found it
always to be hard to spread.
I looked on the jar and saw
"No refrigeration necessary." So
I switched and keep it in the
cupboard. Now I read in a magazine that peanut butter should
be kept in the refrigerator like
other condiments. except for oil.
What is your take? I read your
article in The (Harrisburg, Pa.)
Patriot-News. -- Esther Katz in
Harrisburg. Pa.
Esther, thanks for reading my
column in your paper. The answer
is NO! Leading manufacturers
say that peanut butter does NOT
need to be refrigerated. Peanut
butter's consistency may change
when it is in cold temperatures,
making it thicker than if left in

by
Heloise

the pantry.
Heat can cause peanut butter
to lose some of its flavor -- for
example, the temperature in a
summer cottage or a cabin without air conditioning.
You can refrigerate the peanut
butter to keep it at its freshest,
but it will be hard to spread.
Natural peanut butter also can
be refrigerated. -- Heloise
SAVE MONEY
Dear Heloise: My husband
and I are trying to save money
this year by not eating out tor
lunch. After we eat dinner. I put
the leftovers in small containers
that we can easily grab and take
for lunch the next day. This is
much easier than putting it in
one large container and having
to dish up lunches the next morning. -- Janelle in Florida
VINEGAR
Dear HMolse: I keep a spray
bottle of vinegar on the counter by my sink. I spray all of
my fruits and vegetables. then
rinse well (very inexpensive). A
muse once told me that vinegar
would kill bacteria. -- Judy.
Woodville. Ala.
Judy. yes, vinegar will kill
some bacteria. However, a good

"washing' with running water.
using a vegetable brush or rubbing the fruit or veggie with
your hands, works on most. The
exception is rough. textured surfaces, such as cantaloupe, pineapple. etc., where a veggie brush
definitely should be used. Isn't
vinegar useful for so many things?
To receive my handy six-page
pamphlet filled with money-saving vinegar uses. send $5 and a
long, self-addressed, stamped 161
cents) envelope to: Heloise/Vinegar. P.O. Box 795001. San Antonio, TX 78279-500T To remove
stains from aluminum pots. boil
I cup of vinegar and 1 cup of
water in the pot. Wash, rinse
and dry. -- Heloise
NO WASTE
Dear Heloise: Because I cook
only for myself, when I need
chopped onion, celery or peppers for stews and soups. I go
to the salad bar at the grocery
store to buy the amount needed, instead of buying a large
stalk of celery, large pepper or
onion. Plus. I don't have to clean
or chop these items, so no waste.
-- Sylvia Cantor in Parma. Ohio
ic)2011 by King Features
Syndicate Inc.
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CAR WONT START?
IT LOOKS LIKE WE
CAN RAVE SOMEONE
OUT TO YOU IN
ABOUT TWO
4OURS ,

ISNT THERE
ANY WAY TO
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TRUCK TO IT
SOONER.?
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Seea holders
Jokes
Command to Fido
George W.'s wife
Seven: Prefix
Singer John
Notre Dame's Parseghian
Skilled showoff
Workout lead-in
Future embryos
Publicity act
Ironically funny
"Spider-Man" director
Chiding sound
Play groups
Buddy
Excellent, slangily
Freezing
"The Raven" writer
Generous one
Site of action
Clarifying words
Startled cry
Enter the regatta
Lisa's brother

Fossil fuel
Chest bone

33
37
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APSES
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PUP
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KIBEITYCORNER
ENGAGE
Mal E
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NEW CROSSWORD BOOK! Send $4 75 icheron o to
64/5
50f11 aS Joseph Book 1 PO Box 536475. Orlando, R. 32853
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-Nonsense
Met productions
Leave
Was inactive
Guys' dates
Dickens or Doyle
'Fab"
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Kind of illusion
Darkness
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Distress call
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Play opener
Midwest state capital
Oklahoma native
Some skirts
Frayed
Minimal amount
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RACERS VS. MOREHEAD STATE.'
THURSDAY, 8 P.M. • CFSB CENTER

' HOOFBEATS
MOREHEAD
STATE
SCHEDULE
DATE
11-12
11-14
11-18
11-21
11-23
11-28
12-2
12-4
12-7
12-11
12-19
12-21
12-26
12-30
1-2
1-6
1-8
1-13
1-15
1-22
1-24
1-27
1-29
2-3
2-5
2-10
2-12
2-16
2-19
2-24
2-26

OPPONENT TIME/RESULT
W. 92-49
ASBURY
W.
NC AST
61
60--58
84
at N C.-Wilmington
L 61-55
at Flonda
L. 64-45
at Ohio St
at S A Ectwardsville W.83-64
TENN -MARTIN W. 70-49
W, 75-65
MURRAY ST.
ST CATHARINE W. 77-64
at Northern Iowa L. 69-53
59
.64
0L., 76
at Tennessee St W
L. 86-85
at Austin Peay
KENT ST
W. 80-74
BINGHAMTON
Cl1LCEO-5IFLESTCN WEB43
W, 76-64
TENN TECH
JACKSONVtLLE ST. W, 73-52
at SE Missouri St. W. 76-63
at Eastern Illinois L, 47-40
L, 59-49
E. KENTUCKY
W. 50-48
at Ball St.
TENNESSEE ST W. 72-65
W. 69-56
AUSTIN PEAY
at Jacksonville St. W. 78-72
5
60
1:6
76
W. 8
W
at Tenn. Tech
E ILLINOIS
W. 64-52
SE MO. ST
W, 76-68
at E. Kentucky
W. 71-65
at Indiana St'
8:00
at Murray St.
at Tennessee-Martin 6:00

MURRAY
STATE
SCHEDULE

Kennedy calls Morehead State
'efficient' on offense, defense
From Page 18

-To say Kenneth Faried would
have had a chance to be a firstround draft pick would certainly
be an exaggeration. I think both
guys have exceeded expectations,"
Tyndall's Morehead State club
has followed suit. Though the
Eagles are right where most
league insiders figured they
would be — winners of nine consecutive games and challenging
for a championship — Tyndall
says his honest expectations
weren't quite so lofty.
The Eagles were picked second in OVC preseason polling
after falling to Murray State in
the 2(X)9-10 title game. but
Morehead had important gaps to
till in its starting lineup. and
Faried and Harper were the only
double-figure scorers returning.
Enter Tyndail's supporting
cast of characters, a group that
has, surprisingly, taken over
vocal leadership of the club while
also lending the statistical support needed to Faried and Harper.
HOME GAMES IN ALL CAPS
The three guards who accomgame
BracketBuster
'— ESPN
pany Harper in Morehead's fourguard lineup — Terrance Hill.
Sam Goodman and Ty Proffitt —
have each raised their games.
Goodman and Proffitt each averOVC Gsvenill)
School
aged around three points in 2(1)912-4 (21-8)
Morehead State
10. and those averages have now
12-4 (21-7)
Murray State
risen to 8.5 and 8.0 points per
11-5 (17-12) game, respectively.
Austin Peay
11-6 (16-11)
Tennessee Tech
Goodman. a senior. and
Eastern Kentucky 9-7 (15-13)
Proffitt, a junior, also serve as
Tennessee State 8-8 (12-15)
Morehead State's emotional
SE Missouri State 6-10(9-19)
heart. Tyndall says, a distinction
Tennessee-Martin 5-11 (10-19) many would think would be
4-12(9-18)
Eastern Illinois
reserved for Faried and Harper.
Jacksonville State 3-14 (5-24)
Instead. the faces of the program
are both lead-by-example types,
Tuesday
Tennessee Tech 92 Southern III he says.
Edwardsville 67
Hill gives the Eagles three
Thursday
double-figure scorers, averaging
E Kentucky at Tenn -Martin. 5 30 p m
Eastern Minors at Austin Peay. 7 30 p m
10 points per outing.
SE Missouri St at Tenn St 7 30 p m
"Really other than Kenneth
Morehead St at Murray St S p m
and Demonte, we didn't really
ESPNtJ)
Saturday
return much to our team, so yeah,
Morehead St at Tenn -Martin. 6 p or
those (other) guys have stepped
Eastern Illinois at Tenn St , 7 30 p m
tip and had really good years,"
SE Missouri St at Austin Feay, 7 30 p m
E Kentucky at Murray SI . 7 30 p in
Tyndall says. -To their credit.

MUM'
STANDINGS

they accept their role and I think
we've put them in a position to be
successful. They don't try to do
things they're not capable of
doing, which lends itelf to us
being a pretty efficient team."
'Efficient' is precisely the
word Murray State coach Billy
Kennedy uses to describe the
Eagles. Morehead ranks third in
the league in field goal percentage, and when they do miss. the
Eagles can clean up the offensive
glass. a category in which they
rank second as a team.
Morehead is first in the conference in both field goal percentage defense and defensive
rebounding.
"I think we've gotten better
from the last time we played
them.- Kennedy said. "But the
thing is. they've gotten a lot more
efficient. They're the best defensive team in this league. their
guards don't turn the ball over,
and they play really smart and
within themselves."
Tyndall volunteers that he still
believes Murray State is the best
team in the ()VC, however,
TOMMY DILLARD Ledger & Times
pointing to their eight experi- Morehead State's Ty Proffitt is one of the reasons for the
enced returnees, what he calls Eagles success this season.
one of the best backcourts in college basketball, and most importantly, depth.
All-league players coming off
the bench for the Racers — Ivan
Aska and Isaiah Canaan —
would play 40 minutes per game
NI If Murray Slate beats both Morahead State and Eastern Kentucky, the Racers
for his team, he says.
win the regular-season title and No 1 seed outright
It's for that reason Tyndall
III If Murray Slate arid Morehead State are tied at 13-5 (assuming Morehead wins
believes the tournament doubleon Thursday). Morehead State would be the No 1 seed Murray State would be the
bye that will greet the top two finNc 2 seed
ishers under the OVC's new for•If Murray State arid Morehead State are tied at 13-5 (assuming Maria-1 wins on
mat is less important for Murray
Thursday) If Tennessee Stale is the No 6 seed. Muria, State would win tiebreakState than the rest of the teams
er it SEMO Ea the No 6 seed Morehead Stale would win tiebreaker
battling for it, including his own.
le If Murray State Morehead State and Austin Peay eon up toed at 13-5 (assuming
"I think it's a huge advantage
Murray State win on Thursday). Murray State would be the No 1 seed Morehead
State would be No 2 and Austin Peay would be No 3
for everybody, but in Murray
State's case, it would not be quite
•It Murray State, Morehead State and Austin Peay end up tied at 13-5 (assuming
as had if they didn't get it because
Morehead State win on Thursday) Morehead Stale would be the No 1 seed
that
Austin Peay would be the No 2 seed and Murray Slate would be the No 3 seed
they have nine or ten players
can play," he said. "In our case,
•If Wit/ ay State and Austin Peav end up two at 13-5 kilufray State would vein the
we have seven, so we feel like we
tiebreaker
certainly need to get into one of
- The preceding scenanos were provided to the Ledger 4 Tenets by the Ohio Valley
those two spots to improve our
Conference and are subtect to &kenge
chances in the tournament."

Ohio Valley Conference
Tournament Scenarios

OPPONEN r T1ME/RESULT
EAST TENN ST W, 50-39
L. 77-61
at Mississippi
W.84-70
11-20 REINHARDT
W. 55-52
11-25 Stanford'
L.66-59
11-26 UNLV'
r
L. 66-49
11-28 Oklahoma s
W. 74-72
at E Kentucky
12-2
L. 75-65
at Morehead St
12-4
W. 73-65
12-11 at Chattanooga
W. 94-52
12-15 CETHEL
W. 69-60
12-18 W. KENTUCKY
W, C6-54
12-21 at Tenn.-Martin
12-30 S LI -EDWARDSVUE W.71-45
TENNESSEE ST W. 64-53
1-6
L. 66-64
AUSTIN PEAY
1-8
at Jacksonville St W. 71-62
1-13
W.92-85
at Tenn. Tech
1-15
L, 61-60
EASTERN ILL
1-20
SE MISSOURI ST W. 96-58
1-22
at S II -Edwardsville W. 67-61
1-26
TENN -MARTIN W. 92-75
1-29
at Tennessee St W, 74-65
2-3
W. 67-58
at Austin Peay
2-5
at Eastern Illinois W. 66-53
2-7
W. 55-44
TENN. TECH
2-10
JACKSONVILLE ST W.60-59
2-12
2-16 at SE Missouri St. L. 64-57
W, 72-47
EVANSVILLE'
2-19
8:00
MOREHEAD ST.
2-24
7.36
2-26 E KENTUCKY

DATE
11-15
11-17

HOME GAMES IN ALL CAPS
^ - 76 Classic at Anaheirr), Calif
• - ESPN BracketBuster game

ROSTER
P
No. Player
G
0 Isacc Miles
G
B.J. Jenkins
1
2 Edward Daniel F
3 Isaiah Canaan G
10 Jordan Burge G
G
11 Donte Poole
12 Shawn Jackson C
13 Brandon Garrett F
14 Picaqsd Simmans G
22 Jeffery McClain F
F
32 Chris Griffin
G
33 Jewuan Long
F
42 Ivan Asks

CI. lit Wt
Sr. 6-2 205
Sr. 6-0 205
So. 6-7 220
So. 6-0 185
So. 5-11170
Jr. 6-3 190
Fr. 6-9 245
So. 6-9 205
Sr. 6-0 170
Sr. 6-6 230
Fr. 6-7 215
Jr. 6-1 180
Jr. 6-7 230

STATISTICS
Pts RebAst TO BI St
Player
CANAAN Isaiah 12 2 2 0 69 58 3 30
10 5 3 4 91 56 2 43
JENKINS B J
10 3 1 8 10667 1 29
MILES lsacc
7.3 5413 41 1516
ASKA. Ivan
65 46 10 37 3121
DANIEL. Ed
MCCLAIN Jeffery6 0 44 20 33 3 18
POOLE Dante 5 2 2 9 22 30 5 22
LONG Jewuan 50 26 38 38 10 23
JACKSON Sh.awn 39 1 1 3 21 6 1

Jacksonvile St at Tenn Tech. 7 30 p m

112111EMEM
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Good Luck Racers!
201 S. Third St. • Murray, KY • 270-.753-2411

200A N. 12TH ST,
MURRAY, KY
270-753-3086

HWY 641 SOUTH
HAZEL, KY
270-492-8839

325 MAIN ST
BENTON, KY
270-527-0110

417 S. 6TH ST.
MAYFIELD, KY
270-251-0640

wv% w.theihdtur(hillfuneralhort.Com

ifUllMRS!
3 Medium
1 Large
1 Topping Pizza 1 Topping Pizzas
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701 Main St.• Murray •(270) 753-5273 • www.parkerford.com

804 CHESTNUT STREET
MURRAY • 753-6656
292 US HWY 68
DRAFFENVILLE
270-527-2727

